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Students protest human trafficking
by

Beth Finan ’07
News Staff

o one should tell Siobhan
Brown ’08 that events on the
global and national stage do
not have a local impact.
Brown and other social work majors,
recognizing the increasing incidence of
international human trafficking and the
lax laws in Rhode Island that make the
state a safe haven for traffickers, banded
together to organize a rally at the State
House on Tuesday, May 1 in order to
raise awareness about this issue.
“Currently, holes in Rhode Island
laws allow for prostitution that occurs
indoors, making Rhode Island a desir
able location for traffickers, especially
those operating in massage parlors or
residential brothels,” Brown said.
“Other gaps in Rhode Island law allow
modern slave traffickers to get lighter
sentences than they deserve, or even
escape punishment altogether.”
“Human trafficking is something that
is happening near PC and all over
Providence,” said Giselle Routhier ’07.
“As social workers, we’re concerned
with social work, and [human traffick
ing] is a global human rights violation.”
According to the United Nations,
human trafficking is defined as “the
recruitment, transportation, transfer,
harboring, or receipt of persons, by
means of the threat or use of force or
other forms of coercion, of abduction, of
fraud, of deception, of the abuse of
power or of a position of vulnerability

N
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Karaoke and
hot dog contest
add excitement
to cafeteria
by

Devin Murphy ’10
News Staff

The most exciting place to be on
Wednesday, April 25, was not a usual
Providence College hangout spot—it
was Raymond Cafeteria.
Fun Fest 2007 transSTUDENT formed Ray, providing
LIFE students with great food,
entertainment, and infor
mation about events happening during
the week throughout campus. Hundreds
of students packed the cafeteria to take
part in all of the fun.
Ray’s menu underwent a welcome
change for the night, and students were
able to pick from a large variety of foods
for dinner. Classics boasted steak, bar
bequed chicken, and rice and beans.
Center Stage offered hamburgers and
veggie burgers. Theme Cuisine had

RAY/Page 5

INSIDE THE COWL: Roving:
What are your Civ
Scream predictions?

Bellotti to leave after 25 years
Megan Gorzkowski ’08
Associate Editor-In-Chief

by

As the Class of 2007 prepares to depart
Providence College after four years, one
member of the PC community is prepar
ing to say goodbye after 25 years with the
College. Ann Bellotti,
CAMPUS assistant director of the
NEWS Personal
Counseling
Center, has served in
many capacities during her tenure at
Providence College, and this summer she
will retire, taking time off to decide what
is next for her.
Bellotti first joined the College staff as
a part-time special lecturer in the depart
ment of social work, filling in for faculty
members on sabbatical. Seven years
later, she accepted a position in the
Personal Counseling Center, in addition
to her continued teaching.
“My primary professional experience is
clinical,” Bellotti said. “Teaching allows
me to stay involved in larger issues and
promote the value of social justice.”
Bellotti said she did not originally con
sider a career in social work or counsel-

WWW.PROVIDENCE.EDU

Ann Bellotti, assistant director of the
Personal Counseling Center, is taking a
year off after a 25 year career at PC.

ing. She received her B.A. in English
from Stonehill College in Easton, Mass.
It was a social work internship that first
sparked her interest in counseling, lead

ing her to pursue her master’s degree in
social work at Boston College.
“[I was] always, as an English major,
fascinated with themes: The journey, suf
fering, the human condition, they express
something universal,” she said, noting
that she continues seeing these “themes
of humanities” in her social work.
Bellotti acknowledged that many
things have changed during her time at
Providence College.
“Students have changed, but culture
has changed more,” she said.
She said she has been especially
pleased with the improvements for facul
ty over the past 25 years. One example of
the changes that Bellotti particularly sup
ports is the Center for Teaching
Excellence (C.T.E.), which she said she
believes promotes a “sense of striving”
unique to PC.
“PC has changed and added things for
faculty, building infrastructure and
resources for staff,” she said. “It has
evolved, as it should.”
Bellotti has been involved in many
facets of the PC community during her
BELLOTTl/Page 4
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NEWS briefs
Students, professor experience the
island of Crete

CAMPUS

For many students at Providence
College, ancient Greek civilization is a
topic covered in Civ lectures and then
quickly forgotten. In the summer of
2006, however, one professor and two
students took their experience well
beyond the classroom—all the way to
Crete.
Dr. Thomas F. Strasser, assistant pro
fessor of art and art history, Megan
Comerford ’06, and Michael Rekola ’08
spent more than a month participating in
an archaeological excavation focusing
on early Byzantine, Greek, and Minoan
artifacts.
“We tried to expose and understand as
much of the site as possible,” said
Strasser. “We tried to define this middle
Byzantine church that was on a hill in
the center of the site.”
“It was a phenomenal experience
studying a civilization that is remark
ably older than the United States,” said
Rekola.
According to Strasser, who said he
has worked on similar projects “off and
on for about 24 years,” day-to-day life at
the dig was rigorous but ultimately
rewarding.
“As I always tell the students, it loses
its romance in about a week,” he said.
“It’s back-breaking, tedious work. You
spend a lot of time with the wheelbar
row and shovel for short moments of
excitement.”
Because of Greece’s richly diverse
history, there was no shortage of arti
facts for the team to unearth. The exca
vation produced multiple layers of items
dating back to the Bronze Age.
“Greece is what’s called an artifactual
landscape. People have been producing
pottery there for 9,000 years,” said
Strasser. “When you excavate an archae
ological site, the amount of finds you
make in, say, two months might take
four or five summers to analyze.”
Strasser also explained that due to ris
ing sea levels, time was of the essence in
working with this particular site. Each
day, the excavation would reveal multi
ple bags of pottery and other artifacts.
For Rekola, the physical contact with
the ancient artifacts was what set the
experience apart from any others.
“You listen to all the Greek myths, but
when you touch a vase that has all the

CHRIS HUBER ’ 10/The Cowl

Michael Rekola ’08 shows off the
artifacts he and two others found in
Crete, which are currently on display
in the Hunt-Cavanagh Gallery.
Rekola said he is hoping to return to
Crete for further research

CHRIS HUBER ’10/The Cowl

figures on it, it really hits home,” he said.
Both he and Strasser also described
the interactions with other college stu
dents participating in the excavation, as

On Wednesday, May 2, in association
with the department of Spanish, Dr.
Herster Barres presented a lecture on the
use of trees to offset United States car
bon dioxide emissions.
Professor Kate Serio, adjunct instructor of
modem languages, invited Barres to speak
with her intermediate Spanish I students.
“We have been discussing ecological
problems and in talking about contami
nation and deforestation, I invited Dr.
Barres to class,” she said. “I wanted stu
dents to explore current problems with
the environment and to use the Spanish
language to pose questions.”
Barres informed students that the
United States annually emits 24 billion
tons of carbon dioxide into the atmos
phere. Barres’ forests are designed to
sequester as much carbon dioxide as
possible and in return, contribute to the
offset of U.S. emissions.
Barres works with local South
American farmers in order to better their
lifestyles. As the forests are periodically

Reverend Brian J. Shanley, O. P.
president of Providence College,
invites members of the commu
nity to a Mass in memorial of
Dr. Rodney K. Delasanta, pro
fessor of English and former
director of the Liberal Arts
Honors Program, on Tuesday,
May 8 at 4:30 p.m. in St.
Dominic Chapel. Father Shanley
will be the primary celebrant
and homilist.

May 4 to 10

4 Friday

5 Saturday

6 Sunday

3:30 p.m. “Done
with Civ” barbeque,
Slavin Center Lawn

2:00 p.m. RI Wind
Ensemble concert,
Smith Center for the
Arts Ryan Concert
Hall

3:00 p.m. RI
Philharmonic Youth
Orchestra Soloists
Concert, Smith
Center for the Arts
Concert Hall

9:30 p.m. “Done
with College” Night,
McPhails

thinned, the local farmers sell the extra
wood and earn a profit.
Kelly Albro ’07 attended Barres’ lec
ture in accordance with her interest in
science and the environment.
“I am interested in pursuing a career
in conservation biology,” she said.
“Reforestation is a great idea, but I
know it is not the only answer and I am
interested in learning more.”
Barres earned an advanced degree in
forestry from Yale’s School of Forestry
and has worked in association with the
United Nations. He is founder of
Reforest the Tropics, Inc. (RTT), a
“nonprofit organization dedicated to
sustainable development and the mitiga
tion of global warming through carbon
sequestration in tropical farm forests.”
RTT operates on a $50,000 annual budg
et and relies on donations and grants
from large organizations such as Home
Depot and Connecticut College.
Large areas of land, high tempera
tures and reasonable cost of land are
required for Barres to complete his
goals, so Costa Rica emerged as the
most productive field of operation.
—Melissa Silvanic '08

Invitation from the Office
of the President

Lecture combines science and Spanish

CALENDAR
5:00 p.m. Funny
Laugh Group Show,
Smith Center for the
Arts Blackbox
Theatre

well as local workers, as uniquely positive.
“You meet all kinds of people. We’d
have soccer games where it would be
half American and half Greek, then the
other team would be the rest of us,” he
said.
“They meet students from other uni
versities,
other cultures,”
added
Strasser. “It really expands your hori
zons, and that’s what I’ve always
enjoyed.”
For Strasser, this trip had the added
benefit of bringing back memories of his
own earlier experiences.
“Seeing [the students] learn about
Greece, it reminded me of when I first
went there and how much fun it was,” he
said. “Every culture is different, and
Greece has its quirks. I hope it can hap
pen more in the future.”
Although Strasser and the students
will not be returning as a group, Rekola
will be using the work he did at the
excavation as the basis for his senior
thesis. An art history major, he will con
tinue to study a set of five or six
Byzantine coins that the group discov
ered.
An exhibit featuring photographs and
descriptions of the excavation was held
in Hunt-Cavanagh Hall last week.
—Joe Miller ’10

8 Tuesday

7 Monday
7:00 p.m. Class of
2010 Study Break,
Slavin Center ’64
Hall

3:00 p.m. Senior
recital: Shane
Quinn, Smith
Center for the Arts
Ryan Concert Hall

Judicial Review
Date:. March 13, 2007

Date: March 21, 2007

Subject: Judicial Hearing Outcome

Subject: Judicial Hearing Outcome

Charges: Alcohol (3rd violation)—
underage possession and consumption;
found responsible

Charges: Alcohol—underage posses
sion and consumption (2nd violation);
found responsible

Sanctions: 35 hours of community
service; reflection paper; involvement
with an on-campus social service
organization; parental notification; disci
plinary probation through May 15,2007

Sanctions: Fine of $250; 25 community
service hours; reflection paper; alcohol
education class; and parental notification

4:30 p.m. Memorial
Mass in honor of Dr.
Delasanta, St.
Dominic Chapel

9 Wednesday
9:00 a.m. Studio Art
Minors’ Exhibition,
Hunt-Cavanagh
Gallery

10 Thursday
9:00 a.m. Studio
Art Minors’
Exhibition, HuntCavanagh Gallery

3:00 p.m. Student
Teaching
Celebration, Slavin
Center ’64 Hall

Accuracy Watch
The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully checks every article that goes into
print to ensure that the facts are presented clearly and truthfully. Ifyou find an
error in any article, please e-mail the editor at thecowl@providence.edu.
Corrections will be printed as necessary on page 2.
Correction: In the April 26 issue of The Cowl, the last line of the article by Rick
Kurker ’09 was missing. The last line should have read: “At least for a day, such a
community
came
closer
to
being
a
lasting
reality.”
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Beyond the Classroom
Dr. Scanlan’s class goes
to nation’s capital, meets
Supreme Court Justice
merit brief, which summarizes the facts for
each case and the legal arguments being
used for each case.
“You saw how different it was from a
A college campus provides an environ
ment for students to learn, but education regular court,” said Shannon Garrahan ’07,
does not necessarily require a classroom commenting on the lack of jury and jump
setting. PC’s Law and Literature class into the argument.
“On the train down reading the Merit
recently took a trip to
Washington, D.C. in Briefs was some of the most interesting
CLASSROOM order to watch the reading I’ve done,” said Robert D’Alfonso
Supreme Court in ses- ’08.
After the cases were heard, the class vis
sion. During their visit to the Supreme
Court, the class met with Associate Justice ited the National Zoo in D.C. before getting
on another Amtrak train back to Providence.
of the U.S. Supreme Court Stephen Breyer.
“The whole experience was a high point
“Sometimes at Providence College we
are a bit too structured. We need to loosen for the students,” said Scanlan.
KATIE HOGAN’09/The Cowl
“I was hesitant to go on the trip at first,
up a bit and get out of the classroom,” said
Left
to
right:
Erica
Carroll
’
08
and
Colleen
Rober
’
07
act
out
a
scene from “El
but I was glad I went,” said Dan Pfeifer ’07.
Dr. J.T. Scanlan, professor of English.
delantal bianco” on Tuesday, April 24 in the Smith Center for the Arts.
Last year’s Law and Literature class also
The 20 students in the Law and Literature
class and Scanlan took an Amtrak train took a trip to the Supreme Court; however,
down to the nation’s capital on Sunday, they did not meet with Breyer. It was after
April 22. After staying in a hotel for the that trip that Scanlan met Breyer near where
night, the class met with Justice Breyer in they both live in the Cambridge,
Massachusetts
area.
the morning before
Scanlan said he men
witnessing
two
tioned the visit to
Supreme Court Cases.
Concert Hall, but the final production was
by Lisa Hofer ’09
“[Justice Breyer] I saw these students’ lives change Breyer and that Breyer
extremely professional.
News Staff
said he would talk to
was the most down to at the meeting with the Supreme
“I think this is the best we’ve ever
the students if they
earth person.
You
done,” said Carroll. “Before when we
were to go again.
could tell he was a Court Justice Breyer. It made the
On Tuesday, April 24, Dr. Lydia were practicing, we didn’t have the props.
He was very gener Barovero’s, assistant professor of modem Being in costume and actually being able
professor and was material of the course come alive
ous to us, extremely language, “Theatre and Spanish Identity” to pick up a pair of sunglasses made a big
excited for us being
in a new way.
generous,”
said class presented the play “El delantal bian difference.”
there,” said Andrea
Scanlan.
Lynch ’08.
Comprised of about 25 students and
co” in the Smith
Dr. J.T. Scanlan
Scanlan describes
According
to
Center for the Arts members of the PC community, the audi
CLASSROOM Ryan Concert Hall.
the Law and Literature
Scanlan, Breyer talked
ence laughed along with “El delantal bian
class as exploring how
to the students about
The one-act play by co,” but they were not the only ones hav
writers
from Sergio Vodanovic focuses on the interac ing fun in the process.
being a Justice and
discussed with the students his book, Active Shakespeare, with his work Merchant of tions between an arrogant upper-class lady
“It has been a lot of fun working togeth
Liberty: Interpreting Our Democratic Venice, to present day authors address law and her hired nanny during a day at the
er and setting up this play.
Constitution, which the class was required and litigation. Students of the class have beach.
The majority of the class
to read. The 2005 book is Breyer’s expla also viewed films, such as A Few Good
has never put on a play
“I suggested the
nation of how he interprets constitutional Men, The Verdict, and Reversal of Fortune. idea [of a public
before and it’s been a fun
“[The experience] makes it a lot more performance], but The point of it was for people to
disputes.
experience [especially]
Scanlan said that reading the book relevant to your life,” said Victoria Fagan I have to give all experience the language in a dif
watching the Senora and
allowed his students to be “very aware of ’08.
the servant practice the
the credit to the
what was in his mind.” The students asked
“When they come back to the campus students; the pro ferent way than in the classroom,
fighting scene,” said
him questions about the book and various everything changes, their writing is more duction is their
to think outside of that box.
Kristina Cotoia ‘07
news topics, including the Attorney General intense,” said Scanlan.
Barovero said she
vision,”
said
Scanlan said he believes that colleges can Barovero.
Alberto Gonzales controversy.
chose “El delantal blan“It is not often you get to talk to the too easily isolate themselves. He said law is
co” because it is a short,
The cast includ
Becky Ryan ’07
author whose book you read; let alone a the “the place where life and logic meet”, ed two
one act play and fit per
leads,
Supreme Court Justice,” said Colleen Flynn quoting Frederick Maitland, a famous 19th played by Erica
fectly for her advanced
century English jurist. Scanlan said students Carroll ’08 and
’07.
level students. The theme
“I saw these students’ lives change at the should experience that life in off-campus Becky Ryan ’07.
of the play was especially
meeting with Supreme Court Justice situations.
The four supporting roles were acted by appropriate because, “it tied in with the
“We [Providence College] can make con Marlena Afonso ’08, Colleen Flynn ’07, topic of the class...and has to do with the
Breyer,” said Scanlan. “It made the materi
nections all over the world,” said Scanlan, Mallary Tenore ’07, and Colleen Rober artificial nature of social identity.”
al of the course come alive in a new way.”
The PC students witnessed two cases who said he believes classes should branch ’07. Since all 14 members of the class are
“The class explores Spanish plays,” said
after their talk with Breyer. Both were oral out to places other than campus.
women, non-traditional casting placed Briana Spence ’07. “Without producing a
Justice Breyer was appointed in 1994 by Rober in role of a manly young runner. play, we are missing many of the essential
arguments: one on a fourth amendment con
troversy and the other on the right of a par President Bill Clinton after Supreme Court The other eight mem
elements of theatre. It
tially responsible company to sue another Justice Harry Blackmun stepped down. bers of the class
is easy to read a play
partially responsible company over contam Before serving on the Supreme Court served as a production
and forget it was
ination. Before they saw the cases argued in Justice Breyer was a professor at Harvard crew, which oversaw Without producing a play, we are meant to be acted
the Supreme Court, the students read the Law School for almost 30 years.
the revision of the missing many of the essential ele out.”
Barovero said she
play, props, staging,
Below: Dr. Scanlan and his students in front of the Supreme Court on Monday, April
playbill, music, lights, ments of theatre. It is easy to read has great hopes for
23. The students also met Associate Justice of the Supreme Court Stepehen Breyer.
future annual produc
and costumes. Ryan
a play and forget that it was
KRISTINA REARDON ’08
tions of Spanish plays.
said that for them the
meant to be acted out.
“It would be great
play was not just
to involve students on
another grade, but a
Briana Spence ’07
campus who speak
way to connect with
Spanish but who are
and entertain the audi
not majors and maybe
ence.
eventually include the
“The point of it was
local Spanish-speak
for people to experi
ence the language in a different way than ing community,” said Barovero.
Translated as “The White Apron,” this
in the classroom, to think outside of that
play was originally composed in 1964 as
box,” said Ryan.
With only about two weeks to learn their part of a trilogy entitled “Vina.” The por
lines, the actresses prepared their lines tion of the play performed revolved around
largely on their own. Carroll enlisted the two main characters, La Senora or lady,
help of a Spanish-speaking friend to run played by Ryan and La Empleada, or
lines with her and Ryan utilized a cue sheet employee, played by Carroll. After an
tucked in the magazine her character read argument, the women decided to switch
during the play. Learning the lines well clothing and social positions for the after
enough to confidently infuse them with noon. Quickly the nanny assumes the
passion and inflection challenged both the privileged attitude of her employer, and the
women devolve into a raucous quarrel
Spanish and acting skills of the students.
Only three rehearsals were held; two only to be resolved with the dragging off
during class in Feinstein and one in Ryan of the deposed Senora.
by

Chris Donnelly ’08
News Staff

Acting helps students build
confidence, speak language

News
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Protest: Class inspires students to take action
continued from front page

or of the giving or receiving of payments
or benefits to achieve the consent of a
person having control over another per
son, for the purpose of exploitation.”
The U.S. State Department estimates
between 18,000 and 20,000 people are
trafficked into the United States each
year. In response to this growing prob
lem, Congress passed the Trafficking
Victims Protection Act in 2000 and
strengthened it in 2003. The law was
designed to give the federal government
tools to stop human trafficking both here
and abroad.
As part of their community and politi
cal practice course, Brown and her class
mates were required to organize a final
project to demonstrate what they have
learned throughout the semester. After
learning about the trafficking issue in
class, they wanted to display their desire
for change.
“We chose a rally at the State House
against human trafficking because we all
felt very passionate about this issue, and
we seemed to really come together when
we were stressing our concern for the
lack of awareness these laws have in the
state,” said Brown.
According to William J. Allen, special
instructor of social work, putting together the
rally involved contacting the media, design
ing a brochure, recruiting participants and
speakers, and securing equipment.
“Because of this event, students are

MARY PELLETIER '09/The Cowl

Fifty students gathered at the State House on Tuesday, May 1 to raise awareness
about human trafficking and the laws in RI regarding traffickers.

better prepared to be social workers who
are skilled in strategies that bring about
planned social change, certainly one of
the key goals of the Community and
Political Practice course,” he said.
In addition to speeches by Brown and
Stephanie Sullivan ’08, the rally also fea
tured guest speaker Donna Hughes, a
professor at the University of Rhode

Island and an internationally recognized
expert on the subject of human trafficking.
The class advertised for the event
around campus, hoping to attract other
Providence College students who might
be interested in the issue. About 50 peo
ple were in attendance.
“We just want to make people aware,”
said Sullivan.

“We didn’t realize how much [human
trafficking] was going on until we took
this class,” said Kiley Morgart ’08.
“I think that PC students are absolute
ly interested in the world around them,
and I think that opportunities such as this
rally provide for PC students to be able to
express their concern on worldly, and
more importantly, state issues,” Brown said.
At the same time, however, Brown rec
ognizes that PC students often go about
their lives ensconced in a “bubble” in
which they are shielded from the harsh
realities of life outside the campus walls.
“Sometimes I feel as though PC stu
dents, just like other college students, are
sheltered in a way from the world outside
of campus,” she said. “I know that some
students continually follow the news and
world headlines, and I know others that
get caught up in college and forget to read
the newspaper or watch the evening news.”
“It is important as college students to
show we’re not apathetic to issues that
are happening in our community,” said
Patrick Cassidy ’08. “It’s also important
to show that we’re taking responsibility
for them.”
Allen was impressed by the students'
commitment to creating change with
regard to human trafficking.
"They acted decisively to change these
conditions and to bring about a more just
society that is so much a part of the social
justice mission of Providence College,"
he said.

Bellotti: Inspiring as both professor and counselor
continued from front page
time at the College. In addition to coun
seling and teaching, she serves on the
Committee on Campus Culture, Conduct,
and Civility as the chair of the
Subcommittee on Sexual Assault.

“Ann has been an amazing asset to this
college community!” said Colleen
Fitzgerald ’07, who works as a reception
ist in the Personal Counseling Center.
“I think Ann has inspired countless
people at Providence College, from stu
dents to co-workers and faculty,” said
Fitzgerald. “She truly cares about each

Thinking of a Teaching Career?
Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT)
A 12-month graduate program for ospiring teachers
that blends theory and practice and features:
• Endorsement for teacher licensure in
elementary or secondary education
• Field experiences in Boston public school
classrooms

person she comes in contact with . . .She
has been extremely supportive and
encouraging with struggles I have faced
over the years and my future after PC. “
Bellotti’s students agree. Katie
Saavedra ’10 had Bellotti as a professor
for Introduction to Human Services, the
first-level course in the social work program.
“Bellotti is a very caring and
approachable professor,” said Saavedra.
“She makes it known that her door is
always open if people need to talk,”
adding that through the course, “I learned
the value of the field of social work in
any community.”
Kelly Rogers ’10 was also in Bellotti’s
introductory social work course.
“Bellotti is dedicated to her field as
well as to her students,” said Rogers.
“Through her passion she inspires her
students to want to make a difference.”
Added Fitzgerald: “Ann has really
given her heart and soul the past 25+
years serving the student body of
Providence College. She has had an

impact of hundreds of students with her
amazing counseling and teaching abili
ties.”
While students find Bellotti to be an
inspiration, Bellotti feels the same way
about the students.
“What I’ve loved is the opportunity to
work with young people. It is so energiz
ing,” she said.
Providence College’s Dominican
Catholic tradition has also had a positive
influence on Bellotti, who said she cher
ishes the opportunity to “work with folks
whose deep faith inspires me to deepen
my own.”
Bellotti she wants to leave students
with the knowledge that the Personal
Counseling Center is a place where they
can be “assured of professional guid
ance” and privacy in dealing with a vari
ety of personal issues.
“I have total faith . . . that the Center
will continue to serve in this way,”
Bellotti said.

Last Weekend
In McPhail's!
Thurs, 5/3 City Heroic LIVE!
Stop by before and after Ben
Folds! Full bar w/ ID at 8pm.

• Supervised student teaching placements
• Instruction from Northeastern faculty and

master public school teachers

For more information, visit
www.educotion.neu.edu

or call toll free 877.6NU.SPCS
(877.668.7727).

Northeastern
UNIVERSITY

Fri, 5/4 Done with College! Stop
by for the LAST night in
McPhail's! Seniors can take
home their mugs. Full bar w/ ID
at 4:30pm.
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Ray: Students, management work to enhance Ray
continued from front page
cherry Coca-Cola’s on ice. For a special
treat, a nacho bar was set up complete
with salsa, meat, beans, cheese, sour
cream, and tortilla chips. Lines for food
extended all over the cafeteria.
“The food is a lot better,” said Ron
Pioccone ’09.
Members of the PC Student Congress
Food Committee have been working
with Paul Warrender, operations manag
er of Raymond Hall. The committee
includes Chris Huber ’10, Laura
Ferrazzano ’09, Meagan Durigan ’09,
Ryan Ward ’09, Danielle Schaetzle ’09,
and Liz Wolf ’09.
“I was on the Food Committee and
got a group of students together to plan
this [Fun Fest 2007],” said Wolf.
“We’ve been helping them plan this.
This last event is kind of like our cele
bration of the end of the year.”
The event doubled as a chance to
make PC students aware of what was
happening around campus.
“We wanted to help raise money and
awareness about what’s going on, on
campus,” said Wolf.
Events such as Sexual Assault and
Violence Education (S.A.V.E.) and the
One Percent Campaign were advertised
throughout dinner. Each group had their
own tables set up in the cafeteria.
S.A.V.E. was situated at a table near the
left entrance of Ray. Students were
handing out pamphlets and selling
S.A.V.E. merchandise, which provided
information on the events they would be
conducting throughout the week, the
mission of the organization, and its
goals.
“We’re selling T-shirts and bracelets
for the Sojourner House,” said Elizabeth
Sica ’09. “We’ve had a really good week.”
Posters were displayed throughout the
cafeteria to raise awareness about events
and give students information about
human
trafficking,
homelessness,
hunger, and sexual abuse. Some signs
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Throughout the year, Student Congress has worked with the management in
Raymond Cafeteria to improve the food and the atmosphere. On Wednesday, April
25, students were treated to Fun Fest 2007, which included karaoke.
had messages on them such as, “Every
fifteen seconds a child dies of a water
related disease” and “Stop Human
Trafficking in Providence.”
In addition to the efforts to inform PC
students about campus events and pro
grams, there were also fun events.
At 5:30 p.m.there was a hot dog eat
ing contest. The cafeteria came to a
standstill as 10 contestants sat at a table
ready to devour hot dogs. There were
glasses of water, mustard, and ketchup
provided for contestants to help the hot
dogs go down more easily.
The first contestant to eat 12 hot dogs,
including buns, was declared the winner.
As soon as Warrender announced the

start of the race, the heat was on, as stu
dents cheered for their friends over
music played by the DJ.
The competition ended when, to
everyone’s surprise, Jess Kowal ’09 fin
ished all of her 12 hot dogs and the buns.
“All my life I’ve wanted to enter an
eating contest. I missed the pie eating
contest last semester. I was really upset
about it,” said Kowal. “Normally, I
don’t even eat meat! I’m currently a bio
major but I could become a professional
contest eater.”
“This victory is for my entire gen
der!” she added, as admiring fans con
gratulated her.
Kowal received a $50 gift card to

Newbury Comics for her efforts.
Many were surprised by Kowal’s vic
tory, as she has a smaller frame.
“I’m speechless,” said John Burke
’09. “I can’t believe Jess ate twelve hot
dogs in the time it took me to eat five.”
The entertainment didn’t stop with the
hot dog eating contest. Karaoke was set
up for students who wished to express
themselves through song. And for their
bold efforts, each received a prize.
One duo chose to sing “Summer
Nights,” from the musical Grease.
Christiane Darby ’09 and James K.
Parker III ’09 had the cafeteria laughing
as they got into character while singing,
even interjecting their own thoughts
concerning the lyrics at times.
Darby said she would love to see
more karaoke nights at Ray.
“What’s Ray without karaoke?” she said.
Another karaoke singer was Sara Dion ’10.
“I’m a really outgoing person and I
like to be funny, even though I am not
that good of a singer,” said Dion. “We
should do it more often. I want to get up
there and sing again.”
Warrender promised that more nights
like Fun Fest 2007 will be held next year
and in the years to come.
“This is their dining room. We’ll con
tinue to do more of this in the future. I
enjoy doing this as much as the stu
dents,” said Warrender.
Warrender hand-picked all the prizes
that were given out during the event. He
even found the DJ to provide all the
music for the night.
“This is all about PC students,” he
added. “Sometimes we have to have fun.
We have a program of different events
like this that Sodexho supplies ideas
for...[and] we get kids that help us fig
ure out ways to host the events.”
However, he claims that Fun Fest
2007 was such a success because of the
students.
“I’ve worked at many other colleges
and this is the best group of kids I’ve
ever worked with,” he said.
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S.A.V.E. Week rallies students against violence
by

Rick Kurker ’09
News Staff

Providence College raised awareness
about sexual abuse during Sexual Assault
and Violence Education (S.A.V.E.) Week,
which took place during from Sunday,
April 22 through Thursday,
CAMPUS April 26.
NEWS
According to Frances
Ford ’07, president of
Women Will, the Office of Residence Life
and Women Will were the two main con
tributors to the events of S.A.V.E. Week.
“We got support all around,” Ford said.
“Res Life represented the bureaucratic end
and Women Will represented the student
run organizations.
Ford, with Trish Wagner ’07, treasurer
of Women Will, listed Sexual Abuse
Resource Training (S.A.R.T.), Sojourner
House,
Day One,
and
Stopping
Homophobia, Eliminating Prejudice, And
Restoring Dignity (S.H.E.P.A.R.D.) as
other groups that helped out, particularly at
the resource fair that was held on
Wednesday, April 26. Ford and Wagner
also named Tiffany Lawrence, assistant
dean of staff training and development in
the Office of Residence Life, as an impor
tant organizer , as well as residence assis
tants and hall directors as willing helpers.
Sunday, April 22, kicked off S.A.V.E.
Week with a cookout, where information
was available along with T-shirts and
bracelets. Ford and Wagner also said that
a mass was held at St. Dominic Chapel,
and the Midnight Mile, in which both run
ners and walkers could participate, fol
lowed the mass. Peter O’Connell ’07
achieved the best time for the males, as
well as for the race overall. Steve Sullivan
’09 followed with a second-place finish
only a few seconds later. Sara Stowell ’09
finished first for the girls, followed by
Sarah Bidinger ’09, who finished in sec
ond place for the girls.
Ford said that Monday, April 23,
S.A.V.E. Week had a one-worn an perform
ance of “The Yellow Dress,” a skit about
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Students gather on the lawn outside Feinstein Academic Center prior to the start of “Take Back the Night,” which allowed victims of
sexual abuse to share their stories. Events were planned throughout the week to raise awareness about sexual abuse.

sexual assault in which the main character
is a college student who is in an abusive
relationship and is tragically killed.
During the day on Monday, Ford said self
defense classes were held for both males
and females.
On Tuesday, an open forum was held by
S.A.R.T. for suggestions and information
about sexual assault. Serving a similar
purpose was the resource fair held on
Wednesday from 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
on the Slavin Center lawn. Ford and
Wagner said the contributions from other
clubs really helped out at this resource fair,
as people were needed to work at the vari
ous tables and provide information.
“Take Back The Night” occurred on
Thursday, from 7:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.,
according to Wagner. Jenny Mackintosh
’08 performed a song, and Danielle Bax
’08 read information to the attendees.
Wagner said “Take Back The Night”
was an event open to the entire Providence
College community at which victims could

Gold Medal

tell stories about their own experiences
with sexual abuse. The event was intend
ed to show what sexual assault is and what
people can do about it.
“The purpose of the event was to break
the silence,” Wagner said.
“ ‘Take Back The Night’ allows students
to hear ‘This happened to me’ stories,”
Ford said. “It gives students a voice, and
they receive support all around.”
Following the song, speakers, and dis
cussion, the group marched from Aquinas
Hall to St. Dominic Chapel, where a recep
tion was held. Sojourner House, Day One,
and S.A.R.T. were present to provide fur
ther information about the problem of sex
ual assault on campus.
“S.A.V.E. Week is a really important
event to have,” Wagner said. “Sexual
abuse is a silent plague on society.”
Wagner said that one out of every four
women will be sexually assaulted, yet the
issue receives very little acknowledgment.
“We want the event to raise awareness

and break the silence,” she said. “This is
what we need to do if society is going to
change. Our hope is that more education
will be done throughout the year.”
Ford and Wagner both indicated that
while the annual sexual assault talks pre
sented to freshmen are important, they said
they fear that the effects of the program
fade away after awhile.
“It doesn’t hit you until later on, when
sexual assault affects your life in some
way,” Wagner said. “We hope to make
such education ongoing, and S.A.V.E.
Week gets the message out.”
Ford said that sexual assault is not dis
cussed very often, and as a result people do
not know where to go for help when they
need it.
“No one really talks about it,” Ford said.
“The point of S.A.V.E. Week is to show
that others think it is important too.”
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What are your predictions for ‘Civ
Scream ’ this year?

“I will be streaking.”
Jeff Peterson ’08

“A bunch of naked people.”
Colleen Williams ’08, Michelle Misiak ’07

“Chaos.”
Jill Barker ’09, Jill Corsi ’09, Cara Mitchell ’09

“Me on a pogo stick.”
Bridget Cavanaugh ’08

“Maybe screaming?”
Molly Vaughan ’08, Lizzie Giuggio ’08

“A whole lot of streakers this year.”
Mike DeJianne ’08

“Something destructive.”
Joe Covais ’09

“We heard something about motorcyles, skydivers,
and a laser light show.”
Greg Hamrock ’08, Luke Cushing ’07

“Jess McCauley.”
Beth Graber ’09

“Hey, I’m not going to make it this year. Sorry guys.”
—The Burning Couch

www.naryves.com
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French presidential election to go to run off

Ask
PC

By Amanda Silk ’08
World Editor

On Sunday, April 22, Nicolas Sarkozy,
the conservative candidate, and Segeolene
Royal, the Socialist, defeated seven other
candidates to win the first round of
France’s presidential election.
Since neither candidate won more than
50 percent of the vote, a second round of
the election will be held on May 6th.
Due to the party affiliation of both can
didates, the election has become a classical
Left-Right contention.
As a result, the candidates have compet
ing views on how to reestablish France’s
moribund economy.
The election is pivotal to the future of
France. Over the past 25 years, France’s
GDP per capita has fallen from seventh
place in the world to 17th.
In addition, France has the highest
growing debt in Europe, and rampant
unemployment.
France is also suffering from social divi
sions. The people of France are concerned
about the unrestrained immigration into
France and the socialization of Arab and
African populations.
In light of these issues, the people of
France voted in record numbers on Sunday,
with more than 84 percent of the 44.5 million
registered voters casting ballots.
Mr. Sarkozy, 52, head of the Governing
Union for a Popular Movement party, won
first place with 30.7 percent of the vote.
Ms. Royal, 53, garnered 25.2 percent.
According to The New York Times, pub
lic opinion polls predict that Mr. Sarkozy

Have we gone overboard with
global warming this year or is it
a real threat?

49AVESCSEGO.ORG

Left: Conservative candidate Nicolas Sarkozy. Right: Socialist candidate Segeolene
Royal. The two candidates are set to face off in a classical left-right Presidential
election on May 6th.
can readily defeat Ms. Royal in the second
round and replace Jacques Chirac as the
next president.
The key to success in the May 6th elec
tion will be the winning over of voters who
voted for Mr. Bayou, who placed third on
April 22nd.
As the interior minister, Mr. Sarkozy
believes that France will be rejuvenated
only if the French people work harder.
In regard to trade, Mr. Sarkozy plans to
continue the protectionist approach by
keeping out foreign competition.
Mr. Sarkozy also announced his possi
ble policy of pulling out the 1,100 French

soldiers from a NATO led mission in
Afghanistan.
Ms. Royal promotes the idea of a “par
ticipatory democracy.” She plans to reduce
the powers of government while maintain
ing France’s munificent social welfare pro
gram and planned economy.
Despite being able to choose from nine
candidates, some voters are disillusioned
and are not optimistic that the next presi
dent can reverse France’s decline. Patrick
Lefevre, a resident of a Paris suburb, told The
New York Times, “They’re all liars. Once
they’re in place, they just want to stay there,
where it’s warm.”

Global warming has gained attention, skeptics remain
Despite efforts by celebrities and politicians, skeptics still debate the reality of the issue
By Jenny Arvanaghi ’10
World Staff

don’t change our ways, a lot of things will go
terribly wrong. It is one of the single most
important issues facing the entire world.”
Not everyone supports Gore’s film. Mario
Lewis, senior fellow at the Competitive
Enterprise Institute in Washington D.C.,
questions Gore’s global warming claims. He
recently wrote A Skeptic’s Guide to an
Inconvenient Truth to rebut Gore’s research,
saying the film overexaggerates statistics.
Dr. Michael Oppenheimer, a leading
scholar on global warming, is a professor
of geosciences and international affairs at
Princeton University. He believes global
wanning is no longer an argument, but is
happening all around us.

ing at a black-tie Washington dinner.
Crow, and Laurie David, producer of An
Inconvenient Truth, approached the presi
Scientists propose that global warming
dential advisor’s table at the White House
has been responsible for numerous natural
Correspondents’ Association dinner and
disasters and consequences: Category 4
began a discussion about global warming
that led to an argument, as reported by The
and 5 hurricanes have doubled over the
Associated Press.
past 30 years, malaria has spread to areas
Crow and David have been on an li
with higher altitudes, the flow of ice from
stop college tour, riding a biodiesel bus to
glaciers in Greenland has more than dou
raise awareness about global wanning by
bled over the past decade, and at least 270
engaging students on the topic. Sheryl
species of plants and animals are moving
Crow expresses her concern, “I just feel like
closer to the poles. Celebrities and politi
if this isn’t addressed by this administration,
cians have become involved including Al
if this administration isn’t hearing this mes
Gore, Brad Pitt, Keanu Reeves, and
sage loud and clear, then I feel like there’s an
Leonardo DiCaprio. They have been trying
irresponsibility.” David
to raise awareness of
agrees stating that “feder
the worldwide issue
al inactions is no longer
in hopes of decreas
ing the use of fossil
acceptable” and is press
“[We can] no longer afford ing for Congress to enact
fuels, which would
alleviate the problems.
to view global warming as a a bill to impose mandato
Scientists blame
ry cuts on carbon dioxide
political issue- rather it is the and other greenhouse
carbon dioxide and
other
greenhouse
gases within the next two
biggest moral challenge
gases that warm the
years.
acing our global
surface of the planet,
Americans are 5 per
civilization.”
which traps solar heat
cent of the world’s popu
lation, yet consume 25
and energy.
percent of the world’s
By burning fossil
Former Vice President Al Gore
energy and oil, making it
fuels such as coal,
wikimedia.org
the leading contributor of
gas, and oil, and by
global warming emis
clearing
forests,
sions. We can help solve
humans have greatly
Oppenheimer states, “the climate is chang this problem by driving hybrid cars that emit
increased the amount of carbon dioxide in the
Earth’s atmosphere, causing temperatures to ing. Human beings are largely responsible, fewer emissions. We can also reduce carbon
and it’s just going to keep getting wanner dioxide emissions by reducing electricity
rise.
usage and recycling.
Former Vice President Al Gore’s movie, until we act to remove the pollution.”
Celebrities have been working hard on
The effects of global warming are evi
An Inconvenient Truth, describes this serious
issue. Gore’s argument is that we can “no dent in the Artic. NASA images reveal that various projects to raise awareness of the
longer afford to view global warming as a almost 400,000 square miles of sea ice issue. Keanu Reeves and singer Alanis
political issue- rather it is the biggest moral have melted in the past 25 years. The loss Morrissette’s narrated The Great Warming,
challenge facing our global civilization.”
of ice causes sea levels to rise around the a climate documentary which premiered in
Actor Leonardo DiCaprio said on The world. This affects millions of people who April. Brad Pitt s narration of Design:e2, a
series about environmentally friendly
Oprah Winfrey show, “We are the biggest live within three feet of sea level.
contributor to global warming in the entire
This past week, Carl Rove and Sheryl architecture that will be scheduled to air in
world, and if we don’t make a difference, we Crow got into a debate about global warm June on PBS.

Global warming, an
inconvenient truth

“It might not be an imminent
threat but the state of our environ
ment it still an issue worth
worrying about.”

Michelle Dantuono ’07

“Yea, I think we might have gone
a little overboard, but for the most
part it's developing into a serious
threat.”

Therese Griffin ’07

“It’s still an important issue but
instead of fighting about it we
should use our energy to worry
about it and decrease pollution.”

Katelin Fitzpatrick ’07

“It’s still an important issue. I
think Al Gore’s movie helped
make the American public more
aware that it is still a growing
problem that needs our attention
and we should be more
concerned.”

Nicole Chismar ’07

Compiled

by

Julianne Spohrer ’07
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Week in Review

Oddly

Compiled by Nicole Chismar ’07

Local
Providence nurse to scale Everest
Providence nurse Tara Bolduc will be
joining acclaimed climber Russell Brice
and his team on an expedition to the summit
of Mount Everest next month.
According to The Providence Journal,
the pair first began interacting when
Bolduc sent an email to Brice, asking for
advice on planning a climbing trip in
Alaska. Since then, Bolduc and Brice have
interacted on a daily basis, and according
to the Journal, met face to face in New
York several months ago.
As a result, Brice offered Bolduc the
opportunity to oversee the medical care
given during the expedition. Bolduc, 36,
will serve as the team’s medical officer,
and provide care for the dozens of individ
uals on the team.
In a recent interview, Bolduc told the
Journal, “My nursing is taking me to a
place I never thought it would.”
National
None harmed in fiery bridge collapse
A large section of the freeway connect
ing to the San Francisco Bay Bridge col
lapsed last Sunday, CNN reported.
The collapse occurred after a “gasoline
tanker truck” caught fire from overturning.

Miraculously, the driver of the tanker
walked away uninjured and authorities
reported no other injuries. “I’ve never seen
anything like it. I’m looking at this think
ing, ‘Wow, no one died - that’s amazing.
It’s just very fortunate,”’ Trent Cross, of
the California Highway Patrol told The
Associated Press.
An estimated 280,000 commuters travel
across the freeway each day. The damage is
expected to take several months to repair.
World
Noah’s Ark replica begins exhibition
A real-life replica of Noah’s Ark began
its exhibition in the Netherlands last
Saturday. As reported by The Associated
Press, the Ark was built by Dutch
Creationist Johan Huibers as “testament”
to his faith in the bible.
Although the Ark described in the bible
measure five times greater in length,
Huiber’s version still remains massive,
spanning two-thirds the length of a foot
ball field, according to CNN.
The exhibition includes life-size models
of animals, a 50 - seat theater, and smaller
exhibits on ancient tools believed to be
used during the time period.
Johan himself hopes that, “the project
will renew interest in Christianity in the

Netherlands.” The exhibition is scheduled
to tour other major European cities in
Germany and Belgium.
Technology
Idaho high school hits ‘pause’
Mountain View High School in
Meridian, Idaho banned digital media
players last week. The ban was enacted
after school administrators discovered stu
dents downloading formulas and other
similar materials on to these devices, CNN
reported.
From utilizing compatible digital voice
recorders to hiding exam notes in the form
of lyrics files, students “are coming up
with new and creative ways to cheat pretty
fast,” Mountain View Principal Aaron
Maybon announced. Maybon hopes that
these restrictions will curb cheaters, howev
er students like Kelsey Nelson do not agree.
In a recent interview with CNN Nelson
stated, “You can just thread the ear bud up
your sleeve and then hold it to your ear like
you’re resting your head on your hand. I
think you should still be able to use iPods.
People who are going to cheat are still
going to cheat without them.”
In the past few months, school districts
in Seattle, California, and Ontario, Canada
have also banned digital media players.

Enough
Blind pilot flies halfway

around the world
Imagine the experience of flying in an
airplane from London to Australia, a trip
more than half-way around the world.
What if the pilot was blind?
Miles-Hilton Barbour of Great Britain
just completed a 59-day excursion flying
a microlight aircraft. Hilton-Barbour was
aided by a sighted copilot as well as the
special micro aircraft which is equipped
with and audio device that dispenses the
necessary navigational information such
as altitude. Not only was he able to fulfill
his childhood dream of being a pilot, but
through this journey Hilton-Barbour plans
to raise over 2 million dollars for a chari
ty which aims at blindness prevention in
developing countries.

-Kim Krupa ’07
Source: APNEWS

Year in Review: Celebrities’ antics, break ups, and bald heads
By Brett Corrigan ’09
World Staff
The past year has produced some inter
esting stories in the entertainment world,
some good, some bad, some we’re still try
ing to figure out what our reaction is.
Either way, although most of us can’t say
we’ve been in a spat with Rosie, shaved
our head, or traveled to Africa, there is one
thing we all have in common: our lives
would be a little less exciting if we didn’t
have these stories to get us through the day.
The year, however, began on a sad note
with the passing of Steve Irwin, the
beloved Crocodile Hunter while he was
filming off the coast of Australia.
Irwin, who was 44 years old, was best
known for his show on Animal Planet, but
was also a passionate animal rights
activist.
His death led way to numerous public
tributes and memorials in his honor.
Moving on to November, we witnessed
the announcement of separation and the
filing for divorce of pop star Britney
Spears from her husband Kevin Federline.
The news then spiraled and became more
and more ludicrous as we saw the custody
battle between the two for their children,
Jayden James Federline and Sean Preston
Federline.
All the while, Spears was dealing with
her own internal struggles that led her in
an out of rehab and to the infamous deci
sion to shave her head.

There were more earth-shattering
breakups. Including the surprising ends to
the relationships of Hilary Swank and
Chad Lowe, who were married for eight
years. Reese Witherspoon and Ryan
Phillippe also ended their marriage of
seven years.

filmweb.org

inthelifetv.org

“celebrity adoption trend,” despite some
human rights activist attempts to prevent
her. Finally, celebrities including Hugh
Grant, George Clooney, and Mick Jagger
have all stepped up and publicly called for
action to be taken to end the genocide in
Darfur.

wikimedia.org

webdesign.org

Left to Right: Angelina Jolie, Rosie O’Donnell, Steve Irwin, Britney Spears.
All of whom have been in the entertainment spotlight over the past year.
It was not all about break-ups in
Hollywood, however, as we saw with the
extravagant wedding between actors Tom
Cruise and Katie Holmes.
In other news, there was the surge of
celebrities hopping on planes to Africa,
first with Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie
adopting children and offering assistance
in Namibia and the surrounding area,
which was grateful for the exposure.
Madonna then also joined in on the

Other pop culture names spoke out as
well; however, they were not taking on a
positive role. First, there was Michael
Richards, former Seinfeld star, known as
“Kramer” who went on a racist tirade dur
ing a comedy show in West Hollywood,
California, leaving the audience, along
with the rest of America, gasping. Then
there was the war of words between Rosie
O’Donnell with Donald Trump. It all
began when O’Donnell criticized Trump

on The View and concluded that he was
not a suitable moral influence for the
young of America. This statement resulted
in a media-based feud between the two as
they issued statements through interviews
with the press. The feud is also considered
one of the precursors that have recently
led to the announcement that O’Donnell
will be leaving The View in June, after less
than a year on the show.
One of the major all-consuming stories
to hit the pop culture waves since
February has been the death of Anna
Nicole Smith and the repercussions that
left the world with many unanswered
questions. Smith, the Playboy model, and
reality-show subject died at the age of 39
after collapsing in her hotel room. Aside
from the initial shock and controversy sur
rounding how she died, was the spin-off of
a court battle to determine the father of her
7-month-old daughter,
Dannielynn.
Courts recently ruled that the DNA tests
proved photojoumalist, Larry Birkhead, to
be the father.
In recent news, America learned of the
death of respected satirical novelist, Kurt
Vonnegut. Vonnegut, 84, died on April 12
after battling with brain injuries he suf
fered in a recent fall. Best known for his
novels, Slaughterhouse-Five and Cats
Cradle, he was also a prisoner-of-war in
WWII and as a novelist, wrote about what
he considered, the irrationality of war, and
questioned scientific advances in fear that
they might be making a mess of the planet.

Year in Review: Scandals and controversy in Washington
By Sarah Vernon ’07
World Staff
Former CIA chief George J. Tenet pub
lished his book, At the Center of the
Storm, which criticized the Bush adminis
tration’s decision to enter into the war in
Iraq. Tenet’s book portrays an administra
tion in which many officials were skepti
cal of the views of the intelligence agen
cies. The skepticism put pressure on CIA
analysts to reconsider findings that did
not suit some policymakers. In the book,
Mr. Tenet describes repeated inquiries
before the Iraq war from I. Lewis Libby,
then Vice President Dick Cheney’s chief
of staff, and Paul D. Wolfowitz, then the
deputy secretary of defense, seeking evi
dence linking Al Qaeda to Saddam
Hussein’s Iraq.
The White House responded, saying
that Mr. Tenet’s version of events was
selective or inaccurate. Dan Bartlett, the
counselor to President Bush, countered
Tenet’s assertion that there was never a
“serious debate” of the Iraqi threat or the
consequences of a prolonged occupation,
saying that perhaps the ex-CIA chief was

usdoj .gov

aramnahrin.org

apln.org

voltairenet.org

Lett to Kight: Attorney General Alberto Gonzales, President George W. Bush,
I. Lewis “Scooter” Libby Jr., Former CIA Chief George J. Tenet.
All of whom have been involved in political scandal over the past year.
not aware of the extent of the debate
within the Bush administration.
The controversy over the firing of
eight U.S. government lawyers this year
made headlines on a regular basis, as
members of Congress accused the admin
istration and Attorney General Alberto
Gonzales of political maneuvering. In
April, officials for U.S. President George
Bush admitted that an unknown number
of emails at the center of the political row
have been deleted.

According to White House spokesman
Scott Stanzel, some officials may have
used party-political email accounts main
tained by the Republican National Committee
to discuss official government business.
The news surfaced as a result of the
probe by the U.S. Congress, under
Democratic control, which was pressing
for details of the Republican party email
accounts used by around 20 White House
officials as part of a probe into the firing
of the eight lawyers.

Congress representatives sought to
prove that the sackings were political.
The tally for deaths in Iraq by the
end of April reached at least 3,351 mem
bers of the U.S. military since the begin
ning of the Iraq war in March 2003,
according to an Associated Press count.
The figure includes seven military
civilians. At least 2,723 died as a result
of hostile action, according to the mili
tary’s numbers.
In the midst of the rising death toll,
the Senate passed a war funding bill that
set a deadline for withdrawal of U.S.
combat forces from Iraq by next April.
The 51 votes cast for the bill are nowhere
near the 67 needed to override a veto,
which Bush said he would deliver swift
ly. The House passed the same measure
on a 218-208 vote.
In the meantime, before the
Congressional vote, Lt. Gen. David
Petraeus went to a series of private brief
ings on Capitol Hill during which he
argued against setting a timetable. He
told those at the briefings that the state of
the war in Iraq could be expected to get
harder before it improved.
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This flame
will never
bum out
by

Laura Bedrossian ’07
Commentary Editor
Emeritus

Swan sings her last song?
Colleen Flynn ’07
Commentary Staff

by

SWAN SONG

My editor-in-chief emeritus, Mallary
Tenore ’07, will hate me for using
Wikipedia to write this final article, but I
SWAN SONG
hate that she started putting “emeritus”
after her published name, I hate that this
“Each [cartoon] flame represents a copy is my final article, and I hate whoever
editor who is currently on staff,” he said. “I came up with this whole “graduation”
leave the [cartoon] candles up as a reminder nonsense—so I think we’re even.
Wikipedia defines “swan song” as “a ref
of those who have died ... in my mind.”
Did I really want to be a part of a group that erence to an ancient belief that the Mute
creepily kept reminders up of those who had | Swan (Cygnus color) is completely mute
simply stopped showing up? Clearly the head during its lifespan, but may sing one
copy editor had a warped sense of humor, heartbreakingly beautiful song just
which completely meshed with mine in his before it dies.” Perhaps this article
5«rw'vor-style of keeping track of his copy should not be classified as a swan song
because: One, hopefully I will not die as
editing minions.
Back during that Fall 2004 semester, I was a result of graduation; two, I cannot
a new student, transferring from Syracuse promise anything heartbreakingly beauti
University to be closer to my younger sister ful, and most importantly; three, this
who was ill. Two of the girls I lived with swan has by no means been mute in her
wrote for The Cowl—one for News and the four years at Providence College, largely
other for A & E. When I showed the slightest thanks to The Cowl.
My decision to come to PC happened
interest in wanting to join the staff, Meg
Welsh ’06 literally dragged me down to as more of an accident than a decision.
Slavin G05 (a.k.a. “The Office,” though it is When I walked on campus for Family
not quite as cool as the television show) to Day, I asked my mother why there were
pick up an application. Soon I was another so many priests present. I think at that
moment my mother seriously doubted
member of The Cowl.
If you’ve made it this far into my story, you my ability to attend college since I
are clearly either a weepy, nostalgic senior or failed to research the school well
my mother. If you don’t fall into either cate enough to know that it had a religious
affiliation. With the prospect of a
gory, thank you.
After a year of copy editing and still not Catholic college, my liberal agnostic
fully knowing how everything worked, I butt was ready to head for the hills, but
decided that I not only wanted to remain a I stuck out a tour with the incomparable
copy editor, I also wanted to write. I applied Pat Brown ’05 and got really amped for
to the World staff and started writing in my the Board of Programers’ trips to
junior year. It was at this point that I truly Broadway shows and Red Sox games.
started to not just feel like a part of The Cowl, And yes, I will admit it, Development of
but loved what I was doing. I took pride in Western Civilization sounded like fun to
seeing my articles printed and knowing that my nerdy ears.
my work was an integral part of the intensive
editing process of printing the paper.
In retrospect, I have no idea—outside of
pure luck and being in the right place at the
right time—how I went from doing what I did
last year to becoming this year’s
Commentary editor. It has been an amazing
by Kelly Jones ’07
year and I have learned so much from my
Commentary Staff
entire tenure on The Cowl.
All that aside, it has been a rough four
SWAN SONG
years for me, and at times I thought that I
might have to drop out and take some time j
off. Thanks to some very close friends and
I’ve always had my fair share of criti
even some special professors, I got through it ’ cisms of Providence College—some of
all. Even though I was working a lot and
them less fair than others. But now’s not the
should have spent more time on school work,
time for that: Now’s the time to explain why,
I wanted to remain involved on the
when people ask me if I would “do it all over
Providence College campus. I have loved
again differently,” I always say “never!” I’ve
working with the History Club and The Cowl been to too many interesting classes, met too
and wouldn’t trade my experiences for any
many interesting people, and done too many
thing. The Cowl was the perfect venue for me
interesting things on and off campus to trade
to foster my writing abilities and allowed me
the last four years for anything else.
to meet people I may not have met otherwise.
Here are the reasons why. To start with
The Cowl and those in the office [not that I
the most general and probably the most
obvious: There’s no better city than
am disregarding my good friends who have
Providence. I shudder to think that some
helped me] whether they know it or not, aided
seniors may not have ventured past Eaton
in my hard times, especially when I thought I
or Admiral in all of their four years here
couldn’t take it anymore.
it would be a damn shame. If drinkin is
Joe Carbeau ’05 never did put up a flame
your bag, Providence is a veritable mecca
representing my status as a copy editor. I
of sleazy bars, hipster pubs, and blue-col
guess he forgot. But I will never forget my
time at The Cowl and at Providence College, j lar establishments. If you need a great
place to study, there’s a few billion cafes
I’ve had a love hate relationship with this
to chose from (only about half a million of
school, and while I may wear lots of Syracuse
which are Starbucks). There are parks.
apparel and will always favor SU basketball
There’s a zoo. There’s Symposium, the
to PC, I have accepted that I am truly a Friar.
Despite what anyone says or what new bookstore for the contemporary intellectu
al. There’s every single kind of food you
reports come out saying that PC has the high
est alcohol consumption rate in the history of can imagine (although the jury’s still out
on Ethiopian). And finally, probably most
the world, the Class of ’07 is amazing and
importantly, the city is packed with every
will go on to do great things. Good luck to
kind of person you’d ever want to meet
those graduating and I hope those who have a
bit more time left make the most out of their
from every walk of life, including, but not
education, but most importantly remember to
limited to, white Irish Catholics.
Something or someone new comes into
have a great experience.

It was not the most informed decision,
but looking back on my time at PC, I
think it was one of the best decisions I’ve
ever made. One of my best friends told
me sophomore year, “Colleen, as ‘un
scene’ as you try to be, you’re into a lot
of ‘scene’ things,” and I think that is a
pretty good description of my experience
here. I did join BOP and go on those
trips, I went to “Civ Scream,” I screamed
at the TV during Grey’s Anatomy, heck I
even made out at “Prime Time.” At the
same time, I found the guts to go abroad,
I played weirdo music on my radio show,
and I protested a solid amount of things
on campus. The best part? I got to voice
my opinions about every experience in a
public diary of sorts. Every week there
was a corner of a page waiting for my
words to snuggle into it. And although
most people read my “Tangents and
Tirades” on their way to the Roving pho
tographer, occasionally and remarkably,
people read my articles.
Equally astonishing is the feedback I
have received for merely holding an
opinion. From friends to strangers to
professors to the president of our col
lege, the most critical and the kindest
words have reached me by virtue of The
Cowl. Before I came to PC, if I Googled
my name, I played basketball at Clark
University or I starred opposite Elijah
Wood in Flipper. Because I spoke up
and got involved since coming to PC,
Google brings me to The Cowl Website.
Who would have thought that a girl who
joined this newspaper because she liked
to complain (and because she had the
hots for the Commentary editor, Chris
Ackley ’06) would have made even the
tiniest impact?
Although I may not agree with every
thing that happens on this campus, I am
grateful that I came to PC and grateful
that I joined The Cowl. Disagreeing with
so much forced me to truly evaluate
what I believed in and why. I would not

have had that opportunity had I gone
somewhere where everyone thought
similarly to me. Working on a staff with
Kyle Drennen ’07 and Michael Rubin
’08 has kept me on my toes, be it going
head to head in a “Heart of the Matter,”
standing on opposing sides of a rally, or
discussing Islam in Raymond Hall. I
have had to cover all my bases when
expressing my opinion opposite them
and though they may not know it, they
have played a major role in my develop
ment as a writer and as a debater. The
same is true when I compare myself to
my favorite grammar princess, Betsy
Rouleau ’08, my mind reader, Kelly
Jones ’07, and the epitome of encour
agement, my editors, Laura Bedrossian
’07 and Shannon Obey ’08. It has been a
fun ride, guys, and I look forward to
seeing your names in print beyond PC.
To the seniors, thanks for dragging me
out. When I got out, thanks for holding
me back. For better or for worse, I owe a
lot of what I have done and who I have
become to you. Thanks for being a part of
it all. We’re all too amazing to need luck
for the future, but best of luck anyway.
To the underclassmen, make the most
of this. Join something, get involved,
get heard, get inspired, share yourself
with these people, leave your stamp, do
what makes you feel alive. Whether I
was
extreme
dance-partying
in
McDermott Hall, having marathon din
ners in Ray, standing underneath the
Eiffel Tower while abroad, streaking
across campus, remembering the feeling
of being eight and invincible coasting
down the Statehouse hill on my bike,
standing on a stage and telling 200 peo
ple “My vagina is angry,” or getting
wildly excited about my Shakespeare or
poetry classes, Providence College has
been my playground to do just that.
Look out world. This swan has yet to
sing her last song.

Know thy great professors at PC
focus every single day in this city; makes
you want to stick around.
Since I spent most of my college career
focused on academics (imagine!), the rest of
my reasons for admitting that I’d do PC all
over again in the face of a time lapse are
based on the fact that I had the best major:
Philosophy (or, as I like to call it: The Major
to End All Majors). Yes, it does have its
flaws. There are ten required courses, some
of which are heavy on the Aquinas—but
even the most boring class on paper can
come alive with a good professor, which the
philosophy department has plenty of! They
train us not only to be deep thinkers, but to be
better writers, to be better students, and most
importantly, to be better at asking questions.

Because of Gail, future phi
losophy majors, minors, pro
fessors, and participators will
inherit an Undergraduate
Philosophy Conference that
has grown so steadily ... it
rivals all other undergraduate
conferences on the east coast.
Dr. Morgan made us fight to earn our
opinions, both in class and at The Abbey; Dr.
Abbruzzese made sense of the modems by
relating Descartes to FIFA; Dr. Mahoney res
urrected the Greeks with his distinctive style
and sense of humor (“Okaaay!”); Dr.
Cuddeback made Civ feel so much better
than Civ; Dr. Pugh put his class in dialogue
with Aquinas, and, refreshingly, expected us

not to take his wisdom for granted; Sr.
Stankiewicz gave her introduction class a
firm foothold in the history of philosophy;
Dr. O’Neill unselfishly devoted his time (the
mark of any great professor) to helping me
unravel the mysteries of Da-sein\ Dr. Flores
managed to make medieval philosophy on
the fourth floor of Harkins Hall not only
worthwhile, but worth remembering; and Dr.
Bredlau’s short visit was, suffice it to say, too
short—future female philosophy majors at
PC will miss out on an essentially valuable
role model. Last, but certainly not least,
every philosophy major’s tour of duty is
made better and brighter by Gail Philport, the
philosophy department secretary. Because
of Gail, future philosophy majors, minors,
professors, and participators will inherit an
Undergraduate Philosophy Conference that
has grown so steadily in the past three years
that it rivals all other undergraduate confer
ences on the East Coast.
Finally, the number one reason I continued
to go and would re-attend PC: Dr. Peter
Costello. The man is a didactic genius, and
that’s an understatement. I learned more in
my first semester with Dr. Costello than I’ve
learned in all of my years at school. I can
only hope that I’ll find someone somewhat
like him in graduate school, and that some
day, even if I don’t match his caliber, I’ll
work with someone who does (although real
ly, there could be no comparison). Dr.
Costello was the most inspiring, most chal
lenging, most... well, I don’t want to ruin it
for those of you who don’t yet know. Suffice
it to say, take whatever classes he teaches,
every semester he teaches them. It will make
you glad to have gone to PC.
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Tangents and Tirades
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Eric Fulford ’08
Commentary Staff

by

Saving the world one square at a time. Seven out of eight candidates campaign
ing for the Democratic Presidential nomination flew in chartered jets to their debate
in South Carolina last week. The only candidate who didn’t charter a jet was Sen.
Joe Biden (D-Del.) who flew in a private jet. As Newsday.com notes, “No one jet
pooled, no one took commercial flights to save money, fuel or emissions.” The mes
sage that liberal elites— whether it be those in Washington or Hollywood— contin
ue to broadcast is that while the rest of Americans need to change their lifestyles to
stop things like global warming and poverty, those in power are exempt. Sheryl
Crow, for example, recently proposed that to stop global warming, only one square
of toilet paper be used per a person’s bathroom visit. While Crow may be great at
proposing methods for others to stop global warming, it was revealed by the Boston
Herald that Crow’s tour caravan consists of three tractor trailers, four buses, and six
cars. One has to question whether these liberals believe in the global warming hype
that they are proclaiming in light of the examples they themselves set.
—Mark Scirocco ’10
Spider-Matt 3 sure to spin a good web. There are not a whole lot of movie sequels
that end up being better than the originals. There’s The Empire Strikes Back, Aliens,
and of course Spider-Man 2. No, The Godfather Part II was not better than the first
one. Some may argue otherwise, but let’s be serious; Spider-Man 2 took the fran
chise to a whole new level that made the first one look like child’s play. Sure,
Spider-Man had Kirsten Dunst caught in the rain and Willem Dafoe throwing
grenades in Spidey’s face, but it was more or less a cut-and-dry “good guy beats bad
guy and gets the girl” movie. What made the second movie so good was that we got
to see the real struggles of what it’s like to bear the gift and curse of superpowers
and having to balance a double life at all times; something that I struggle with on a
daily basis. Don’t get me wrong, the original wasn’t a bad movie; it was just more
of an introduction to the character of Peter Parker that the sequel builds on in a big
way. Come on people, he stops a freaking train with webs in the sequel, isn’t that
enough to convince you? I’d like to see you do that. I’ve tried, and trust me it’s real
ly hard. Anyway, do yourself a favor and go see Spider-Man 3 tomorrow, because
the way things are looking now, it could be even better than the first two. Venom is
in it too, and that’s reason enough to see it - even if you have no idea who that is,
just trust me on this one. —Aiden Redmond ’08

I’ve got 95 problems and traffic is one. Has anyone else realized that for the next
two weeks or so, Rhode Island’s Department of Transportation will be closing parts
of Interstate 95 during the night? The DOT has decided that while construction
crews are at work hoisting steel beams over the highway, no one can use the high
way. The closings will begin as early as 8:00 p.m. and last until 5:30 a.m. How does
one shut down a highway? The DOT’s director, Jerome Williams, is asking Rhode
Island citizens “to drive during the day for the next couple of weeks.” I don’t think
Jerome has thought this one through entirely. What about those individuals who
work the night shift? What about truck drivers who must make their required deliv
eries? 8:00 p.m. is terribly early to shut down the state’s main artery, and if the work
is continuing until 5:30 a.m., rush hour is going to be even less pleasant. Anyone
new to Rhode Island knows that this is a state that thinks street signs are superflu
ous and that potholes are trendy. Good luck with those detours, Jerome.
—Betsy Rouleau ’08
The black hole in Slavin. There is a black box next to the vending machines in
Slavin. You may have seen people use it. It is almost like an ATM for your
Providence College ID so that you can make copies in the library or use it at the
vending machines. In the past I have had no problem with this black box and in fact
have loved when all I had to do was swipe between classes to get a soda instead of
wish I had a precious dollar bill. Knowing this, and that I am anticipating needing
to make copies in the near future for a class that will remain undisclosed, I put $20
into this box, swiped my card, and went on my way thinking everything was fine
and dandy. I ran out of Slavin money on Saturday, so I thought to myself that I could
simply use the vending machine in Slavin to get some pretzles or Pop-Tarts. I con
fidently walked over to the vending machine, swiped my card, pressed the numbers
1-3-4, and waited for my Pop-Tart to start going through the swirley rings that
would eventually-hurl it down to the bottom where I could pick it up and then begin
consuming this delicious treat. I waited . . . and waited . . . and thinking I may have
done something wrong swiped my card again. No luck. I turned to that little black
box and tried to check how much money I had on my card. The words that appeared
shocked me: “Invalid account.” Lies! How could this have happened? I have no
proof that I put the $20 into the machine last Saturday except that I know for cer
tain that the machine did indeed take my money. Where it went? No one knows; but
I do know, however, that I am now out $20.—Shannon Obey ’08
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PC will be discontinuing Dr. Savoie’s French
Revolution survey following the controversy
surrounding his “interactive” final exam this year.

Blue lights and buddy systems
Jackie Kramer ’10
Commentary Staff

by

In the wake of the Virginia Tech
tragedy, I found myself asking how safe
we are on this campus. We walk around at
night alone and don’t think twice about it.
We pass the blue lights
and think, “Good thing I’ll
CAMPUS
never need to use that.”
But Virginia Tech could
have been anywhere. It could have been
any school in any state no matter how safe
that campus was. That’s scary.
The night of the Virginia Tech shooting, I
had to pull a late night to study for a Civ
exam. I was in the chapel basement until 3:00
a.m. and walked back to McVinney by
myself. As I swiped in, I noticed there was no
security guard. The shift had ended. My
immediate thought was, “Wow, that’s cool to
know for parietals.” But then my thoughts
shifted to something more serious: “What if
someone tried to come into the building?”
I had the opportunity to visit many friends
at different colleges this year. At Villanova
University in Pennsylvania, visitors have to
sign in and present the 24-hour security guard
staff (which are not comprised of students)
with a photo ID. My friends who live in the
building also have to present their ID cards—
every time they enter the building. At Towson
University in Maryland, residents have to
flash their cards and visitors also have to sign
in at any hour—even visitors from a different
dorm. When at the school, I questioned this
practice as foreign to me, “At my school
you only have to start signing in at 8:00
p.m., I think.” The girl behind the desk
scoffed, “Oh, so murderers and rapists can

come in any time during the day, then,
huh?” 1 laughed off her remarks at the time,
but they ring strong in my ears today.
A Newsday.com article quotes Jason Volk,
founder and CEO of Alertus Technologies, a
company that specializes in emergency alerts.
“Many campuses have indicated that they are
not any more prepared than Virginia Tech
was . . . The reality is that this is a critical
issue for them right now,” Volk says.
Reassuringly, in a campus-wide e-mail,
Major John J. Leyden, Jr., the Executive
Director of Providence College’s Office of
Safety and Security, assures that “that we
have a coordinated and comprehensive emer
gency response plan in place for responding
to a variety of emergencies that could occur
on the Providence College campus as a result
of human action or natural events.” I have no
doubt that the Office of Safety and Security is
reviewing their plans and working hard for
our safety. What scares me, though, is the fact
that, while the country was still grieving a ter
rible tragedy, I walked into an empty, unse
cured building.
What can we do? We know that no matter
how prepared we are, no matter how aware
we are of our surroundings, tragedy still
strikes. I don’t doubt the Office of Safety and
Security’s efforts. I thank God every time I
see a new blue light erected in a new spot. But
I cringe every time I think how easy it is for
me to walk into a building that isn’t mine,
especially before the student workers arrive
on the weekdays and the security officers
arrive on weekends. Hopefully it doesn’t take
a personal or public tragedy to raise aware
ness on this campus, but in the meantime,
grab a buddy and call me when you get back
safely, OK?
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Dominicans preach while
the Jesuits don’t match up
preaching the Catholic faith, such a
school attracts a certain kind of faculty
and fosters a distinctly Catholic identity.
Two weeks ago in the April 19 edition In fact, this identity is apparent all
of The Cowl, my colleague Jackie across campus, as the main gate reads
Kramer ’10 raised the issue of a seem “Providence College” and “Dominican
ing lack of religious diversity at Fathers” quite clearly. Also, the campus
Providence
College.
tour, led by a Friar Club member, makes
However, I would kindly it a point to go past the newly renovated
NATIONAL
like to raise a few coun St Catherine of Siena building, housing
terpoints, as it seems to the theology and philosophy depart
me that Providence College fulfills a ments; and even takes a detour inside of
very unique niche in the larger spectrum a practically brand new campus chapel,
of Catholic colleges, and in fact seems which is situated right across from the
to be quite open to people of various new center of Catholic and Dominican
Studies. Buyer beware: This is a
backgrounds.
To begin with, Jackie expresses con Catholic school.
Moreover, if the school was forced to
cern that the Development of Western
Civilization program may be a turn-off cater to every single faith and denomi
for many prospective students, and nation present on campus, we would be
instead advocates a wider choice of core
forced to stop serving alcohol at
curriculum as Boston College and Holy McPhail’s, lest we offend the Muslims
Cross offer. However, as Jackie herself and fundamentalist Christians on cam
acknowledges, this is a Catholic institu pus. Also, going without meat on
tion, and it seems to me that any self- Fridays would pale in comparison if
respecting Catholic school should have Raymond Cafeteria catered to the
a liberal arts basis especially centered Muslim population by refusing to serve
on Western civilization. To do away lunch every day during the month of
with the liberal arts is to do away with Ramadan. We could go to the other
the fullness of truth and the inheritance extreme, however, and not offer any reli
of the Church handed on to the Church giously based customs. This would mean
by those civilizations and religions removing the crucifixes from classroom
before her. Also, it should be noted that walls (a spineless act performed at
most everything that modern man has Boston College), providing condoms at
available to him that benefits the entire the stores on campus, and prohibiting any
world is largely the result of Western in-class prayer often offered by our
civilization, which in turn was built Dominican professors. If such an unfor
tunate series of events were to occur, the
largely by the Church.
The benefits I have in mind are agri Catholic majority on campus would be
cultural advances, centers of higher denied their right to a Catholic education.
education, law and order, early techno
Such measures have been carried out in
logical booms, and a long line of ongo other schools to avoid agitating sensibili
ing cultural feats. These are simply few ties of students of other faiths. However,
ways in which Western civilization (and the religious minorities on campus
therefore the entire world) has benefited expressed deep offense that those schools
from the Church. Furthermore, this would presuppose their having any prob
should in no way be misconstrued as “the lems with a Catholic school’s expression
White Man’s Burden”, the Church is as of its heritage.
When put into perspective we’re
culturally and ethnically diverse as the
entire world She spans, all are equal in extremely blessed to have a comprehen
Her eyes. It seems appropriate then that sive, balanced, and open-minded
a cursory knowledge of DWC should be Catholic school such as Providence
If Jackie’s friend truly
required at a Catholic institution, and if College.
Catholic schools do not preserve this her “thought that the professors gave the
itage, who will? Also, it should be noted impression that the students should
that a revamping of DWC is being seri believe these [Catholic] teachings” or
ously considered to make all this infor else be condemned to Hell, then such
rare cases can reasonably be brought
mation much more palatable.
before the dean, as it is in no way per
This only partially answers, however,
the issue of why Providence College’s missible to mingle one’s personal
course selection isn’t as diverse as that beliefs with what they teach (my
Dominican professor told me so him
of, say, Boston College or Holy Cross.
One consideration that needs to be taken self)- Also, concerning the Passover
into account is the fact that both of Seder in ’64 Hall, I was alerted to that
same event by a Dominican professor,
those colleges are Jesuit institutions;
since the Jesuits are a primarily a teach who also discussed having a rabbi come
ing order, it seems appropriate that they in as a guest speaker in class. Indeed,
such cases are not the exception, but
should have wider spectrum of courses.
Contrast this with our own beloved seem to be the rule among Providence
Dominicans, who are a preaching order, College faculty. With a faculty, curricu
lum, and mentality such as ours, we as
formed to fight heresy and spread the
Catholic faith. Indeed we have dozens students should have no trouble wel
of Dominican friars on campus that coming people of all walks of life into
daily devote themselves to living and our college community.

Andrew Sparks ’09
Commentary Staff

by

Special thanks to:
Laura Beddrossian ’07,
Kyle Drennen ’07,
Colleen Flynn ’07,
and Kelly Jones ’07.

Commentary wishes you all the
best of luck in the future
and will forever miss you.
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Mistake or
homophobia?
by Laura Bedrossian ’07
Commentary Editor Emeritus

She ran up to the host stand and threw
the pager in the hostess’ face. “You did
that ‘cuz we’re dikes!” she exclaimed.
The hostess had accidentally seated a
couple that had come into the restaurant
after these two women.
The two women stormed out of the
building while using some choice swear
words. They would later call to speak to
our manager saying that they had been dis
criminated against.
Knowing the girl who committed the
error, I know that this was not a case of
“racial” discrimination—which was what
they had stated and would be the incorrect
adjective to describe this situation. The
hostess had simply messed up, and tried to
apologize, but was muted by the swearing
of the two lost patrons.
What bothers me about the entire situa
tion is not only the fact that they were

ignorant and hot tempered, but it made me
think that perhaps this was a situation
these women had been in previously. I
will never deny that people are discrimnated against, though I wish I could say it
never happens. But I believe one way to
deal with this type of situation is to make
sure to keep communication open.
The woman was dead wrong for react
ing the way that she did. Rather than
assessing the situation and dealing with
what she presumed to be an act of discrim
ination, she made a bunch of quick
assumptions. She assumed the hostess
knew she was a lesbian and then assumed
that was why she was seated after another
couple that came in after.
Whether one is homosexual or not does
not merit any special or different treat
ment. We should all be treated equally
with respect—including a hostess.

Letters to the Editor:
Writer dances around the issue.
I am responding to Michael Rubin ’08’s
“Dancing into a Reliable Relationship.” His
use of ballroom dancing as a metaphor for
relationships is merely a justification of
stereotypical gender roles. He describes how
he cannot understand why women get angry
about the subject of a husband’s authority,
and continues to disregard the rights of
women in the rest of the article. He tries to
defend the Bible’s “Wives, obey your hus
band,” but his juxtaposition of how it also
tells husbands to love their wives is a weak
attempt at covering his justification of typical
gender roles. He basically states that these
roles are just “the way that it is” and that it
works just fine. His closing statements are
about marriages working not when both part
ners insist on gender equality but on unity.

His idea of unity is women submitting herself
to her husband as she “loses herself in the
dance”—loses her identity to be one with the
man. He may call me a rare “progressiveminded” woman, but he should realize that
it’s the 21st century and we’re making great
progress in changing gender stereotypes. We
do still have a long way to go in achieving
equality and his article merely stunts this
growth. While ball-room dancing is beautiful,
it was created in the early 20th century and
therefore reflects the ideas of that age: The
typical gender roles displayed in it are chang
ing as society sees that women and men are
equal in all respects.
—Kelly Bevis ’10

Environmental Studies minor would bring new students, naturally
I’m writing because I have a bone to pick
with Fr. Shanley and his decision to veto the
environmental studies minor. The environ
mental studies minor was eliminated not too
long ago, and was supposed to be brought
back due to popular demand. Professors were
prepared to teach the courses and resources
were all available to fit the program’s needs.
The
faculty
senate
approved the
Environmental Studies minor and Father
Shanley simply needed to approve the legis
lation. But he decided to veto the legislation.
Why? I have no idea and have been trying to
find out why. In a time where the biggest
worldwide issue is salvaging this ruined plan
et from global waring, Environmental Studies
is going to be a lucrative field. Apparently,
Providence College has such a vast array of
majors and minors that they do not need
Environmental Studies. In his Strategic Plan

for 2012, he plans on making this school
appeal to more students. Offering more
majors and minors would attract more stu
dents, obviously. I also question his decision
to veto the minor after faculty senate had
approved it. Is he really that conservative that
we can’t offer another science minor? The
Strategic Forum also named Boston College,
Holy Cross, Fairfield University, Stonehill
College, and Villanova University as our
top competitors. Those schools all offer
Environmental Studies minors. Instead,
we establish a school of business when
Bentley College, Bryant University, and
Babson College are all within one hour of
Providence and have renowned business pro
grams. Maybe I just don’t get it.
—Terence McTague ’10

Family grateful to PC Habitat for Humanity
1 want to thank the Providence College
Habitat for Humanity students for their com
mittment and dedication to making affordable
housing a reality. My family was the receipient of their labor of love during Spring Break.
This group of nine students worked in sub
zero windchill weather to put siding on our
new home. They refused to stop working
when we felt it was far too cold for anyone to
be outside and despite the conditions, they
showed up each day with smiles, hugs and
boundless energy. My 12-year-old daughter
and I were overwhelmed by their generosity

and loving spirit. Two weeks after they left
we came to Providence College for a reunion
and were welcomed with hugs, smiles and
brunch in the dinning hall followed by a tour
of your beautiful campus. I want all your stu
dents to know how much of an impact they
have on the families that they help to build a
home. These students are like family to us
and we want the world to know how much
we appreciate their dedication and love. You
are truly inspiring! Thank you for caring.

—Kathy and Rachel Perry

Victory for Catholics in Supreme Court
I want to commend Mallary Jean Tenore
’07 for her fine series of articles on diversity
at Providence College. I also want to clarify
one point in the most recent one, “Students
Find Faith, Search for Answers” in the April
26, 2007 issue of The Cowl. I am quoted in
such a way as to imply that religion occupies
a relatively minor place in the lives of young
people. In fact, I was addressing the religion
of their parents’ generation as compared to
that of the generation before them. As the arti
cle goes on to note, some young people today

are indifferent to religion, but many others are
devout, and some are seeking a faith to live
by. At Providence College, we need to wel
come them all and to find a way, as Mallary
put it, “to help lessen the gap” between heav
en and earth.
Kudos to the outgoing staff of The Cowl
for all their good work this year, and blessings
on the new staff in the year ahead.

—Fr. Joseph J. Guido, O.P.
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Saturday night fever
The Providence College Dance Company rivaled John Travolta’s disco extravaganza
last weekend when it performed a spring recital that mixed the styles of
contemporary ballet, jazz, hip-hop, pointe, lyrical, and modern dance
by

Claire Pevoto ’10
A&E Staff

The Blackfriars Theater was full on
Saturday night as the Providence College
Dance Company, otherwise known as
PCDC, took the stage for its final perform
ance of the year, the
CAMPUS
Spring Student Chor
FEATURE
eography Showcase.
The show featured 13
dances, 11 of which were choreographed
by individual students. The theme of the
night seemed to be mixing genres—the
show included contemporary ballet, tap,
pointe, jazz, hip-hop, lyrical, and modem
dance, often with one or more styles pres
ent in the same dance. The creativity of
the choreographers provided for an enter
taining and innovative set.
The show opened with a high energy
hip-hop number, which the Company per
formed at Midnight Madness in October.
The creativity present throughout the show
was evident before the dancing even
began: With the colors red, black, and
white unifying the dancers’ outfits, the
girls sported ensembles of their own
design, featuring everything from fishnets
to suspenders. The dance, performed to a
mix of “We Run This” by Missy Elliot and
“Shake” by the Ying Yang Twins and
Pitbull, was a crowd pleaser that had me
wanting to get up and shake it with them.
(I refrained from actually doing so, but rest
assured, the desire was there). The dance
also exemplified PCDC’s strength in tim
ing and precision.
The next dance was “Wild Horses,” an
impressive and evocative lyrical choreo
graphed by Alicia Johnson ’08, that fea
tured a well-executed and inspiring solo by
Jillianne Liotta ’09. It was followed by a
dance en pointe (that’s on your tippy toes,
for those unfamiliar with dance jargon).
This dance was especially enjoyable, and
not only because it was set to the song
“Parachute” by Guster (a song that, in this
journalist’s humble opinion, deserves to
have its own radio station for continuous
24-hour replay). The number, choreo
graphed by Giselle Routhier ’07, show
cased the dancers’ control, balance, and
flexibility, which are necessary skills for
pointe work, but it also incorporated dis
tinctly modem elements, especially in the
floor work and arm movements.
Following “Parachute” was a tap num
ber titled “Walking to the Edge,” set to
“Jumper” by Third Eye Blind and choreo
graphed by Melanie Faust ’08. Tap danc
ing might not be the first thing that comes
to mind when one thinks of ’90s alterna
tive rock, but the combination worked sur
prisingly well. Once again, the dancers’

In Case You
Missed IL.

precision was exceptional. The next dance,
choreographed by Athena Karalekas ’07
was titled “Twilight of the Dawn,” and was
set to three instrumental songs. The dance
started off at a slow, introspective pace,
and then transitioned easily into a lively
and upbeat section. The last dance of the
first act was to “Bridging the Gap” by
Boxie,
choreographed
by
Linsey
Skalamera ’07. It was a fun piece that
combined contemporary ballet and hip hop, innovatively showing that it is possi
ble to mix old classical dance with new
and trendy styles.
The second act kept the energy up with
an opening number entitled “Space to
Swing,” set to the songs “Leave Your Hat
On” by Pamela Stanley and “Ramalama
Bang Bang” by Roisin Murphy.
Choreographed by Joan Fagan ’07, the
dance featured acrobatic tricks such as
y-scales, walking handstands, and lifts, not
to mention posing on ladders and making it
look easy.
It was followed by the piece “With,”
choreographed by Lindsay Scarcella ’07
and set to “Grey Room” by Damien Rice.
One of the most technically impressive
dances of the night, it was a beautiful con
temporary ballet/lyrical. It began with a
solo part danced by Alicia Johnson, in
which she interacted with two groups of
dancers on stage until they began to dance
with her. The dancers showed remarkable
attention both to technical aspects such as
alignment and execution as well as per
formance aspects such as stage presence
and energy. It is a difficult balancing act to
be exude energy while performing a more
somber song, but PCDC accomplished a
delicate balance without falter. A second
soloist in the piece, Shannon Johnson ’09,
further exemplified the technical prowess
of the number with her fouette sequence.
The dance was a success, both in terms of
emotional reaction and content.
“A New Heart,” the next piece, was a
well-planned and executed modem dance
choreographed by Erica Tymeck ’08 and
set to “Say it Right” by Nelly Furtado and
“Chaiyya Chaiyya Bollywood Joint” by
Sukhwinder Singh and Panjabi MC. In
case you are wondering why you have only
heard of one of these songs, it is because
Tymeck creatively featured the musical
intro to “Say it Right” with the Hindi song,
and the two complemented each other
well.
Following Tymeck’s dance was “Make
Yourself No Less,” a ballet set to the
instrumental song “The Montagues and
Capulets” and choreographed by Gelsey
Azhderian ’07. The technique was excep
tional in this dance, and the partner work
was especially creative.

PHOTOS BY TODD PAGE ’08/The Cowl

Dancing with the stars. Here’s to PCDC: The Company performed a high energy
spring recital last weekend with 11 of the dance number choreographed by
individual students.
Following the freedom-of-feet dance
Next was “We’d Dance Naked If We
Could,” the intriguingly-titled modem was “Home,” a duet choreographed by
dance choreographed by Emily Wood ’07 Jeanette Gentile and performed by Lia
and set to “Rainy Day” by Guster. (Again, Armatas ’08 and Sarah Mosca ’09 to live
I must commend the choreographer for the vocalist Laura Kaczmarczyk ’07, accom
excellent musical selection). Before you panied on piano by Michael Verzino ’07.
get any ideas about the implications of the The dance was a pretty lyrical that show
piece’s title, the only article of clothing that cased the dancers’ ability to maintain tim
was taken off by the dancers were their ing between two people and their excep
high-heeled shoes. That’s right, the girls tional technique.
started off dancing in high heels, those
The final dance of the night was titled
painful contraptions (designed by a man, “Forever Eight,” and was choreographed
I’m sure) meant to keep our calves looking and performed by the eight graduating sen
toned even when we haven’t been to the iors. It was set to “Endangered Species”
gym in a few weeks. The dancers did an by Diane Reeves and “Maneater” by Nelly
amazing job, but when they took them off Furtado. The energy in the number was
partway into the dance, I couldn’t help but incredible, even without considering that
breath a sigh of relief and feel liberated these girls had been dancing all night. It
myself, which was probably the point. The must have been a bittersweet moment, but
content of the dance was unique and it was the seniors definitely ended on a high note.
performed energetically.

Jack Valenti, the longtime head of the Motion Picture Association of America, and the man you
can thank for the film rating system we all enjoy, died last Thursday. Valenti lived just long enough
to see the release of the documentary This Film Is Not Yet Rated, an attack on the MPAA and its
rating system that exposed the names of the association’s members (previously a secret) and has
prompted the MPAA to enact several changes in its policies.
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My college years
in movies
by

Deanna Cioppa ’07
A&E Staff

If a judge, two therapists, my mom, and
the homeless man in Kennedy Plaza are to
be believed, I need to open up more. As
such, my emotionally-blossoming duck
lings, I leave you with my
SWAN
final article—a retrospec
SONG
tive of college life . . .
through film. “Cop out!”
you may shriek. “Baby steps!” I shriek
back. These are not necessarily my
favorites; I can only hope that the follow
ing collection of movies can accurately
convey the pearls of wisdom and stabs of
regret I have accumulated while here at
Providence College. Behold, fledglings,
my final list. It has been a pleasure.

Deanna Cioppa ’07 offers a retrospect of the
movies that impacted her four years
at Providence College

Vintage James Bond—my favorite.
Not only is Goldfinger a classic from
the Bond series, but it is a great film.
It has everything you could ask for: A
young Sean Connery, an evil villain
who wants to blow up Fort Knox, and
Pussy Galore (yes, that’s her name).

GRAPHIC BY JAMES MCGEHEE '08

Dreamz) owes Peter Sellers a sizable roy
alties check.

a review I wrote.
Here’s to character
building experiences.

Anchorman / Wedding Crashers / Old
School/40-Year-Old Virgin: I would not
be the obnoxious movie-quoter I am today
without films like these. Such rehashed
dialogue has spilled from my lips during
awkward silences, moments of late-night
less-than-sterling eloquence, and impor
tant speeches. In total, I would guessti
mate that about 80 percent of my loqua
ciousness has no basis in my own creative
thought. Had it not been for wordsmiths
like Will Ferrell, Vince Vaughn and Steve
Carell, my own quotidian ramblings would
resemble something more along the lines
of Billy
Bob
in Sling Blade.
Mmmmhmmm.

Waiting for Guffman, Best in Show, A
Mighty Wind, For Your Consideration:
There is nothing about these movies that I
can associate with my collegiate career.
However, all of the Christopher Guest
mockumentaries have become standards
against which I measure most other come
dies. So for those of you who have dis
agreed with my taste in such cinematic
fare, don’t blame me, blame the genius of
Mr. Guest for ruining “comedy” for me
forever.

Sin City: I still deplore this movie. I’m
including it for that very reason. This
movie marked my first experience of hav
ing to defend myself against the masses for

Once again, little starlings, it has been a
pleasure to write for you, the Providence
College community, and my relatives in
New York who enjoy subscriptions. Thank
you to the other writers and staff members
who have made this an amazing four years.
Cowl love.

To James and my staff: It has been great working with you.
To my roommates and friends: Thanks for four amazing
years, I love you all! Congratulations to all the seniors.
- Katie Levine

By Ml® Levine 0)
Asst. ME Editor

Goldfinger
Directed by Guy Hamilton

Love Actually. It angers me when I see
underclassmen and high school kids list
this in the “Movies” section of Facebook,
right next to Mean Girls and “anything
with Ryan Gosling lolololol.” If you had
not yet matriculated when this brilliant
movie came out, you have no right to it.
Love Actually and its soundtrack got me
through many a tear-stained night and ginsoaked family Christmas for the simple
reason that there is something in it for
every tragically awkward situation. It also
marked the first time I had seen an 18year-old boy cry at the movies (besides my
brother, Matthew Cioppa ’08, during Fried
Green Tomatoes. Owned.)

Dr. Strangelove: One of those rare
instances when an in-class movie proved
to be more than just a massive sedative.
Who knows how long I would have gone
before I rented this creepy little gem.
Something about intentional black-andwhite film just makes me ooze culture.
Anything that brashly tries to call itself a
dark comedy (whether accurately, like
Cable Guy or bizarrely, like American

HClS

Movie

Boondock Saints'. Perhaps an odd
choice for starters, but to that I say, your
mom is an odd choice (Snap). One of my
earliest memories of collegiate existence
was crowding into a tiny airless dorm
room with 16 people who had recently
become my bestest friends in the universe
and watching what might simply be the
most bad-(expletive) movie in recent
years, only to rush back to my room and
see how many people put that “shepherds
we will be” prayer into their profiles. You
may have heard of the Freshman Flock. I
lived it.

Donnie Darko-. I didn’t see this movie
until I got to college, and you know, I
could have waited another 20 years and
been OK, not because the movie isn’t qual
ity; it has that dark-comedy, surreal-indie
vibe that emo kids love to cry about, and
that cool edge I craved as a sophomore.
No, my major complaint was that rabbit. I
am not ashamed to say that it haunted my
dreams for an embarrassingly significant
period of time. Almost as long as Jake
Gyllenhaal did.
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Now That’s What I Call Music!
Volumes 1-24
Now Hits Collection
From Hanson and the Backstreet
Boys on Now, Vol. 1, to Fergie and
Chris Brown on the most recent
installment, these CDs have all the
most recent hits. They were great
back in middle school (before you
could just download all those one-hit
wonders you heard on the radio), and
they just keep coming. *NSYNC,
Britney Spears, Destiny's Child, J. Lo
. . . now, that’s what I call music.

Book
From the Mixed-Up Files of
Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler
By E. L. Konigsburg

During one of those random room
mate conversations, this book came
up as one of our favorites from back
in the day. Seriously, what could be
cooler in sixth grade than running
away from home and living at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art?
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Live from Providence
Coming to You Live, a small business started by two PC students, is hosting its state-wide
The Battle of the Bands, Providence, on May 12, featuring PC’s own The Ringer Soundtrack
by

Chris Tompkins ’09
A&E Staff

It is hard for some of us here at
Providence College to see good live music
over the summer. When you live in a small
musical nexus like Providence, nestled
along a popular band
MUSIC circuit between New
FEATURE York and Boston, the
music you want to hear
is always on its way. Now that the school
season is drawing to a close and some of us
will be going back to our remote home
locations, it is a little disheartening to
know that we may miss out on some really
good acts. I suggest you see one final con
cert in order to quell your thirst until fall
rolls around again.
The event that I am speaking of is The
Battle of the Bands, Providence. This
affair showcases the winners of smaller
satellite battles that occurred at
Providence’s seven area colleges. Bands
from Brown University, RISD, Rhode
Island College, Bryant, Roger Williams,
Johnson and Wales, and of course
Providence College, will all compete at the
Bank of America Center (the spot on
which the skating rink sits during the win
ter months) on May 12 at 3:00 p.m. These
seven bands will compete for the love of
the entire city of Providence.
The band that will represent our fine
institution is The Ringer Soundtrack.
These college buddies—Dan Bills ’07,
Mike Coyne ’06, J.J. Sarle ’07, Ross
Goodwin, and Charlie Nicienski—beat out

other PC bands like John Hanson’s The
Harmless, The Cadence, and Ghosts of
Falco to move on to challenge bands from
around the city. The Ringer Soundtrack
will also be opening for Ben Folds tonight
at PC’s spring concert. If you have not
heard these chaps I suggest you look them
up on the group’s MySpace page,
www.myspace.com/the ringersoundtrack
or on PureVolume, www.purevolume.com/
theringersoundtrack.
The Ringer Soundtrack offers an unde
niably catchy, pop-rock repertoire with
minimalist acoustic guitar in all the right
places and some unexpected synth/keyboard that really fills out the melodies of
songs like “Busy” and “April Showers.”
The vocal style of Sarle channels bands
such as Dispatch and Dashboard
Confessional. I am sure most of you will
get a good look at PC’s favorite at the con
cert tonight and will feel inclined to give
the group support at The Battle next week.
The Battle of the Bands, Providence and
the first-round competitions at the various
campuses were initiated by PC students
Jayna Clark ’07 and Kyle Casey ’07. They
began this project in a marketing class last
semester where they were charged to cre
ate a new business. Mr. Potter, their profes
sor, allows them now to continue their
business as an independent study. These
two were the first to create a business that
can generate profit through Providence
College’s marketing program. The small
company is named Coming to You Live
and it works through programming groups
at colleges (like our own Board of

WWW.MYSPACE.COM/THE RINGERSOUNDTRACK

The Ringer Soundtrack won’t be phoning this one in: The band won the chance to
represent PC at The Battle of the Bands, Providence at The Bank of America
Center on May 12. The Ringer Soundtrack will compete against six other bands
from area colleges.
Programers) to create these events to make
money for the bands and to support the
firm. The two partners were able to attract
sponsors in Narragansett and Newport
Storm as well. This finale endeavor repre
sents the culmination of all their hard work
over the past year.
Casey said their purpose in this venture
was “to show that it is possible to raise
money to treat local acts as nationally tour
ing groups.” He added, “Everyone starts

small.” The two are also hoping to create
“a local feel,” since the bands are local, the
sponsors are local, and the people attend
ing will have at least some grounding and
sense of pride in the city where they attend
university or live.
Tickets go on sale this week in Slavin’s
lower lobby. You can also buy tickets online
at www.coming2youlive.com. Go out and
support The Ringer Soundtrack and enjoy
one last show before summer vacation.

What’s in it for you?
Filmmaking, the Internet, Time’s Person of the Year, lonely girls, and sex
by

James McGehee ’08
A&E Editor

I find it humbling to write this article to
you, because you were named Time’s
Person of the Year and I was no . . . wait,
so was I. We all won, in fact, which
reminds me of the
MOVIE
Field Day competiFEATURE
tions of elementary
school. Why did the
teachers even bother splitting our class
into four teams if every team received the
same first place ribbon? And why were
you Times Person of the Year? Because
you can reach out to millions of people
through the new Internet, an Internet in
which you can post your own home videos
on YouTube and write articles for
Wikipedia.

I am not so sure Time chose wisely. You
would think the videos under YouTube’s
“Most Viewed” page would have some
thing to attract the hundreds of thousand of
hits each video gathers—if not pure merit,
then at least something ridiculous enough
to be somewhat funny. However, one of the
first videos on that page (66,000 hits) was
entitled “Daxie and I Just Had Sex,” a foursecond still image of a girl (fully clothed)
with a voice over that says, “It tastes like
green tea.” What? I hate you, YouTube.
Last semester at a video slam, I heard
Matt Weber ’06 announce to a crowd that
the future of independent filmmaking lay
in our use of the Internet. I was not ready
to disagree, but I thought to myself, “I cer
tainly hope not.” If you make a movie with
the Internet in mind, you will make that
movie with the Internet’s low standards in

WWW.YOUTUBE.COM

mind. You will cut comers, because your
target audience will either not care or not
notice. Most people I know who surf the
Internet for media and post on YouTube
are not the same people I would expect to
recognize artistic integrity.
Weber backed up his claim reasonably
well. He has recently started his own small
business called Match Digital Media, and
has produced six 30-second commercials
for Jeep, T Mobile, and Butterfinger. Last
year, Weber won a contest on the media
Web site gofish.com. As a prize, he was
hired to make a variety show for the Web
site. You can view all 23 episodes of “The
Marty Weber Show” there. Overall, his
shows have garnered over two million hits.
GoFish also contracted him to make the
commercials. And he’s made a pretty
penny for it, enough to invest in a very
nice digital camera. So, there is something
to placing your work on the Net after all.
Nevertheless, Weber seems to share my
opinion on YouTube. “It’s mostly crap,” he
said, “made by people with no talent who
somehow have appeal.”
Weber has certainly found his niche
making two-minute shorts on the Internet,
and regardless of whether you appreciate
his peculiar sense of humor or not, he did
n’t make “Daxie and I Just Had Sex.”
But what about those who make (or
wish to make) feature-length films? What
does the Internet offer them? It seems to be
telling wannabe auteur directors to start
small. Supposedly some production com
panies have signed directors to contracts
after viewing their material on YouTube.
I’m skeptical. There are exceptions to
every rule—the diamonds in the rough—
but if you are that good, distance yourself
from the trash. And what about YouTube’s
video response feature? It links the videos

together allowing for some random girl to
blog away about her intricate social circle
and family problems for hours. Yes, I’m
talking about “lonelygirll5,” who earned
herself stories in The Los Angeles Times
and The New York Times. Everyone
thought this girl and all her teen angst
drama she depicted in her videos were real,
and then (huge surprise) the whole thing
was revealed a hoax. As a result, “lonely
girl” Jessica Rose achieved much more
than the 15 minutes of fame she never
deserved. That’s YouTube for ya.
Independent film is going through an
awkward phase, ridden with the same teen
angst as Miss Lonely Girl. Either you get
socked with the Tarantino and Marvel fan
boy culture or you get something high
brow by a Picasso wannabe who wants to
bring Cubism to the big screen. Directors
of independent movies rarely find middle
ground these days. Some do work Little
Miss Sunshine and Napoleon Dynamite for
instance. Not my favorite movies by a long
shot, they hit that coveted middle ground
and audiences responded because they are
refreshing. How does the Internet fit into
this larger picture? Or is it a separate pic
ture altogether? You tell me.

Random Funny YouTube Videos:
1. ) Leaning Tower of Pisa Guinness
Record Killed
2. ) Shoes
3. ) Chocolate Milk
4. ) Public Access Guy
5. ) Crazy Frog Bros.
6. ) Charlie: Candy Mountain
7. ) El juego del laberinto
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The yellow sunshine
describe the day of my father’s accident she would have met her somehow, someway with
would explain how ordinary it had began. or without the bike, because he had dreamed
But it wasn’t. That day I remembered the of her when he was younger, her face, and the
Gracie: I could not look at my father’s smell of the rain from the night before, how it yellow. None of us believed him about that
legs, the legs of a malnourished child, cov sizzled like bacon fat on the pavement. I was dream. We never thought it possible to fore
ered in thick black vines that curled and wove wearing a t-shirt from some concert my see the future. And I don’t think that even my
together. On most occasions, I did everything mother went to before she even met my father believed in things like that.
MotherA
was
I could to avert my eyes, and father, some band with a family name and a
SHOR'I bought him gifts like pants instead man wearing large tinted glasses. “They’re thinking about
STORY of shorts. But sometimes I could shaaades.” We were leaving a picnic from the first time we
not help but stare at them, when someplace I can’t even remember. I had met when I was
we all sat in the living room watching televi coleslaw for the first time, ate it mashed driving home
sion or playing a board game I knew that he underneath my cheeseburger because my from that picnic
was not just another man sitting with his fam father told me that’s how it tasted the best. I with Gracie
ily. He was a man that could not move his tried it, and spit it into a napkin, watching the and Kyle. I
white mixture bleed through the blue. Only first saw
legs.
MotherA will always think of my hus Kyle saw me do it, and laughed at me, his him at a
stopband’s legs as being wrapped around me, and mouth full of coleslaw and ground meat.
during those times I was tangled, caught up,
Mother: It was my fault he still had that
thinking only of the future. His legs reminded motorcycle, his baby. It had been the reason I
me of my son’s when he was first beginning fell in love with him, and he clung
to go through puberty, waves of hair, skinny to it as if our relation
as a rod. I remember asking the pediatrician if ship
rested
he had any body fat, if it was a problem that solely
on
a 14-year-old was just skin and bones and metal and
nothing more. I thought about my son’s legs welding.
when we saw the accident, when we saw my He prom
husband’s body lift off his motorcycle and ised if I
lurch into the air, grazing the full branches got rid
above him.
of my
Kyle: They always said I looked like my car,
father, because all sons should look like their
fathers at some point. They said I had his
bones and that I could fall off any monkey bar
without a fracture; that I could smile just like
him, but never lose a tooth. I never saw the
resemblance until he had his accident, until
his legs began to shrivel up like soft grapes in
the sun. I knew that his legs would stay this
way forever, as mine grew strong and full.
ALEX JOHNSON '07/The Cowl
His would recede and we would trade legs.
light in
Standing next to each other people would tell
the middle
him that his legs would grow strong one day,
to be just like mine, and though they would be
he’d of the summer,
wrong, we would politely agree, wishing it
get rid the street ahead of me was melting, or so it
was true.
of his and seemed, puddles of liquid asphalt were
Mother: It began just like an ordinary sum
we’d buy some always ahead, and I had been chasing them
mer day. I woke up and made deviled eggs, fancy car with four doors and air bags that all afternoon. He knocked on my window just
because it was the only food I could bring to worked. After Gracie’s legs grew too long he as I had slowed, and I, without so much as a
a picnic that I wouldn’t bum or mangle. started to bring home pamphlets from dealer thought otherwise, reached over to crank the
Gracie had always hated the smell of eggs, ships about safety rating and stars, crash test window down. He told me he knew me from
even as a baby, so I tried to make them before dummies and acceleration speeds. He would someplace; had seen me around before. I
she woke up and opened the windows wide. put them on the kitchen counter where I kept agreed, but I knew I hadn’t. I had never met a
But on this day she woke up early, came my cutting boards, so I’d have to see them, man who rode a motorcycle, who seemed
down rubbing her eyes, and wearing that have to move them before feeding my family. more rebellious than me. He asked about my
band t-shirt she had found one day and And I would always move them right into the car and I laughed just as the light turned
refused to give up. When we drove to the pic trash, without even so much as a word. green. I chased the puddles for the rest of the
nic Gracie sat in the back of my canary yel Because I wasn’t ready for it, and I didn’t day, but he was always behind me, following
low two-door car, her legs up to her chest, want to be. And years had passed since then; until we reached another red light and the
with deviled eggs on her knees. She held her my baby still plugging along without a prob puddles remained stagnant.
Kyle: He followed us home, like he always
nose and breathed only from her mouth. lem. He forgot about the dealerships soon
About halfway there she began to complain after, began to look at a new bike that could did. We pulled up to a stoplight and he
knocked on my window that was half down,
that her legs hurt. I knew I needed to give up more comfortably fit two people.
that yellow car but I just couldn’t, it was a part
Kyle: When I was younger, I idolized how and asked if he had seen us before, that we
of me and I couldn’t imagine it being driven my father looked when he pulled into the seemed familiar. Gracie laughed in the back
by anyone but me, or sitting in a junk yard all driveway at night, his face shielded by his seat, probably forgetting for a moment that
alone, salvaged for its bumper or spark plugs. helmet, melting into the night sky behind her legs hurt and that she was sweating
I had won it on an ordinary day, when all I him. If it hadn’t been for the engine noises he through her shirt. Mom blushed and smiled,
had done was go to the mall for a tube of lip would have been able to sneak up on the putting out her cigarette in the ashtray. The
stick. I can’t remember what made me enter house, silently slide into the driveway before light turned green and my mother sped ahead.
the raffle, or where I was when I found out, anyone could be warned he was home. I told I heard my father say he’d see us at home and
but I drove home in a car the color of sun him I couldn’t wait to have one of my own, I believed him.
Gracie I was warm in the backseat and I
shine and haven’t stopped since.
and he promised when I was old enough he
Kyle: I ate some coleslaw under my would teach me how to drive it, how to shift wished so hard that some cool air would blow
cheeseburger that day. Drank orange soda my weight and brake. He promised I could back my way. I began to wonder if you
with a straw from a can, and laughed as my even have his bike if I did well in school, tried wished for something so hard, if it would
sister flinched when she chewed her burger. my hardest, and so I did, even long after the come true. If you truly believed you would
Gracie was wearing that band t-shirt she stole glamour of his motorcycle had faded. When I get your wish, it would happen. I remember
from my mom, the one she wore at least once started to look at cars with two doors and sun Kyle saying something to me once about fly
a week, but had no idea who the band was. I roofs that were merely inches wide by inches ing, and how some people believe that if you
didn’t know the name either, except I knew it long. I think he kept the motorcycle for me, to stepped off a cliff and thought, really thought,
you wouldn’t fall, that your arms would flap
was the only band my mother played when remember that feeling I gave him.
she drove in her car, this canary yellow twoGracie: It was my mother’s fault my father and keep you in the air. You wouldn’t need
door she had won in some contest and refused still had that motorcycle. She would always wax and wings and hollow bones; all you
to give up. Gracie and I couldn’t fit into the share stories about when they were younger, would need is hope.
Mother I was smiling to myself as we
backseat anymore without losing feeling in her eyes wide and far off. She smiled and
our feet. The 20 minute drive was agonizing explained how he had pulled up beside her drove from the stoplight. I smiled because my
and I laughed when Gracie stepped out of the when she was at a stoplight in her canary yel husband had a sense of humor, a sense of tr a
backseat, wobbling around like she was low baby, and knocked on the passenger win dition, memory. So many of my friends had
wearing stilts made of rubber. I joked that she dow, asking if he knew her from someplace. husbands who had forgotten them, or forgot
was paralyzed, that she’d never feel her legs She teased him that something like that ten at least that they were women and not just
again.
would only work if he was driving a motor wives. He still kissed my cheek when he left
Gracie: I hated when people called days cycle, his hands gripping the handles and not every morning, held my hand as we fell
ordinary. Whenever my mother would a steering wheel. But my Dad argued that he asleep at night, and knocked on my window
by Megan Bishop ’07
Portfolio Editor Emeritus

each summer asking if he knew me from
somewhere. I smiled as I looked into my rear
view mirror, checking back that he was there.
It was when we took a turn and were driving
down the straightaway that 1 looked back and
saw the dog in the road. It was that dog, I was
sure of it, that my husband swerved to avoid.
I took my foot and pushed hard against the
brake, Gracie and Kyle or just Gracie, or just
Kyle, I couldn’t tell, screaming and wonder
ing why I was stopping so suddenly.
I saw the bike swerve and lose control,
heading for a tree. It was the sound of the bike
hitting the tree that made Gracie scream. I
watched from the rear view mirror, watched
my husband’s body float into the air, as if sus
pended and drawn upwards by something
more than just scientific truths. As I watched
all I could think of was my son’s legs.
Kyle: I had looked behind just as we had
made the turn. Not that I knew much about
driving or motorcycles, but I had seen that
dog on the side of the road. And it was as if I
could read its thoughts—that it wanted to
cross the street, to be someplace it had never
been before. When I thought this I looked
behind in the rearview mirror. At first I saw
Gracie looking ahead, humming along to a
song by an artist she wore on her shirt. Then
I looked further behind and I saw him hit the
tree, heard the noise, and saw Gracie’s face
twist and her body turn. I saw his black helmet that usually camouflaged him against the
night, and all I could think was how dark it
looked against the blue sky.
Gracie I hoped he knew the secret to
flight, that he needed to believe. I wished he
already knew this. 1 wish he believed it. I
wished that even if he had forgotten and held
doubt in his heart, I wished I could wish
enough for him to fly.
Kyle: The first thing I thought when I got
out of the car, was how hard his body hit the
ground. How it looked like the doll I used to
throw down the stairs to get Gracie to cry. It
was as if suddenly his body wasn’t one, but
millions of different things, bones and skin,
organs and tissues, eyeballs and vertebra. I
didn’t know how everything could come
back together again.
Gracie: After the accident I stopped wear
ing the shirt with the man and his shades. It
reminded me of days I wanted to forget, of
sounds and moments and wishes that went
unanswered. “At least he is alive,” people
said “At least you still have your father.” And
I agreed with them. When I tried on that shirt
a few weeks later I could only think of how
my legs felt when I got out of the car, how
instead of fumbling around I was the first per
son at my father’s side, my head on his chest
listening for a heart beat. I don’t know where
Kyle or my mother was, perhaps they were
fumbling like I should have been, and per
haps their legs were jelly like mine usually
were.
Kyle People tell me I look like my
father—that even though his cheeks sink in
just a little, and his legs are skinny, we’re still
the same person. Now we just sit and do stag
nant things, like watch television or eat food
on round plates. I don’t talk about getting a
car anymore, and he never mentions the
motorcycle that should have been mine. But
I’m okay with it, because 1 never really want
ed to risk everything riding on something that
could toss me away at any moment.
Mother: After the accident I had to get rid
of my car. We traded her in for mere pennies
and got a car with lots of doors, air bags, and
windows you didn’t have to crank. My hus
band did lots of research on the safest vehi
cles. We decided on something practical—
safe and maroon. I didn’t even mind leaving
the car in the junk yard that day, I didn’t look
behind me as it sat there alone, the blue sky
against its faded yellow frame. I just looked
in front of me, dodging the puddles that had
formed on the dirt driveway from a storm the
night before. They were skinny puddles,
made by the tracks of something with thin,
unstable wheels. Instead of thinking about the
car I thought only about summer days long
ago when puddles could never be touched.
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Faces in the coffee shop : snapshots of the mind
by

Jennifer Mcafferty ’07
Portfolio Staff

Sometime during my senior year of
high school, I had my first Starbucks
caramel macchiato and it was at that
instant that I became a coffee fanatic. For
some reason, I never developed
SHORT much of a taste for coffee propSTORY er, but any sort of combination
of espresso, steamed milk and
preferably, flavored syrup was to be my
nectar. Oh, my sweet, sweet, addictive
nectar. I have become a certified
Starbucks junkie.
I spend an unhealthy chunk of my time
sitting in coffee shops. One of the inter
esting peripheral perks of this addiction is
that I have had the opportunity to people
watch (in a non-creepy way), and I have
subsequently reached the conclusion that
you can tell a lot about someone’s person
ality based on his or her behavior in a
coffee shop. Of course, you will probably
never know if your observations are in
any way accurate, but I still like to think
that you can make some fairly good con
jectures.
Some coffee customers are there so
often that, after a while, you recognize
their faces while they add extra cocoa
powder to their mocha or chat with the
baristas. For instance, you have the surly
bald man with the laptop covered in stick
ers. Caution: do not mess with this guy.
Evidently, he is perpetually stressed out
about something, though I cannot imagine
what. The first time I saw him in
Starbucks, I wondered if I should go over
and ask if he was okay, so much did he
sigh and whisper furiously to himself.
However, someone else beat me to it and

was rewarded with a string of curses
while the room full of eyes pointed at him
with apprehensive interest.
The be-stickered laptop man has since
become a regular, and every time I see
him he shows the same signs of distress
and doles out the same wrathful thanks
anytime a person tries to help him.
Sometimes I wonder just what has put
him in such a state.
Then there are those who pop in occa
sionally, perhaps to reminisce with a
friend over cappuccino or to grab some
thing strong before heading back to work.
One middle-aged man in particular
comes to mind: He had a broken leg the
first time I saw him. I was getting ready
to leave when he, sitting in a seat near
me, stopped me just as I was starting to
stand up and proceeded to talk for well
over an hour, first about his leg, then
about his job. At first, I was annoyed and
racked my mind for a polite way to say,
“For the love of God, stop talking”. But
the more he talked, the more I realized
that he was probably just lonely.
A few weeks later, the same man, now
sans leg cast, did the same to a young
couple. All three actually seemed to be
having a good time, and I was grateful for
the man’s sake that they were so engag
ing. I think he probably appreciated it.
Still others are one-hit-wonders, stop
ping in quickly for a pick-me-up and then
vanishing back into the world, never to be
seen again. You can usually predict
which ones will never come back the
moment they get in line to order: They
are the ones who bother to read the menu.
You cannot guess too much about
them, seeing as you only see them once,
but in some cases, a single interaction is

TIM PISACICH ’07/The Cowl

all it takes to get the basic gist of a per
son. For instance, I once was sitting at an
outdoor table next to a coffee shop and
writing in a notebook when an old man
with a thick and unidentifiable accent
tapped me on the shoulder.
“Are you writing a love letter?” he
asked.
I was a little startled by his approach,
but replied civilly and with a laugh, “No.
I wish.”
He took a long sip of his coffee, then
continued, “Young people need to write
more love letters because my generation
needs to know that love still exists for
your generation.”

I was not entirely sure how to respond
to this, so I ended up just smiling awk
wardly. He returned my smile, nodded,
and started to walk away, but just before
he rounded the comer, he turned back to
me with kind eyes.
“Make sure you fall in love,” he called
back to me. “Life is nothing without
love.” And with that, he rounded the
bend forever.
So next time you go out for coffee, be
aware of how people act. You might be
surprised by what they can tell you when
they add sugar to their tea. And you
might just learn something about life at
the same time.

Tiffany&Earl

Making PC an emotionally stable
place, one letter ata time...
Dear Can’t,
I’d be lying if I
said that I don't
agree with every
thing you’ve just
said. It’s very diffi
cult to say goodbye
to something that
you’ve experienced
for the past four
years. But you have
to realize that life does go on, and more
importantly your life at PC, after this year,
won’t exist. Even if you opted for that
desirable 5 year plan, most of your friends
would be gone, and the college life that
you once knew would be no more.
Just four years ago I’m sure we all won
dered if college would be everything we
expected, and more importantly something
that would be better than high school. For
most, we were pleasantly surprised and
found ourselves engulfed in a new,
improved lifestyle. Now, I can’t say that
the “real” world will in any way compare
to life at PC, but I can assure you that you
will probably survive. Sure you will look
longingly off into the distance when you
hear “Get Low” by Lil’ Jon feat. The East
Side Boyz, and think of the unevenly tiled
floor at PrimeTime. But, memories are
good and you have plenty to last you until
you find something else to live for.
In a more self-centered moment, I’d like
to say thank you to all of you who sent in
questions to Tiffany and Earl over the past
two years. Without you, this column would
not be what it is today. Also, thank you to
the one parent who sent an irate E-mail
message about our mistreatment of fresh
men boys, it was by far the highlight of my
career.
So Cowl readers, it’s been real. Have a
wonderful last few days on campus and
most of all, make it count.

Tiffany

This Week...
Didn't we almost have it all?

Dear Tiffany and Earl,

I’m a senior. I’m graduating. I have no idea what I’m doing with my
life. I've considered failing all my classes this semester and opting for
the five year plan, but somehow I feel like that might make me creepy
to all other underclassmen. I know I have to accept the fact that I'm
graduating, but I just want to live my life at PC starting the weekend
on a Wednesday and sleeping until noon. Is there hope for my life, or
am I doomed to be that girl still pining away for college when she’s
30 and most likely unemployed?

-Can’t Say Goodbye

Farewell. We will miss you.

Write to Tiffany and Earl!
AskTiffanyEarl@yahoo. com

Dear CAN,
I have no idea
what
you
and
Tiffany are talking
about. Life is what
you make it. Four
years smore years is
what I say ... I am
on the 20-year plan.
You only graduate
if you choose to
graduate. Actually, my eldest son...well,
he doesn’t recognize that I'm his father, but
regardless, Earl Jr. will be in the 2011
incoming freshman class. I plan for a Back
to School-esque scenario where we go out
partying and I win the diving competition
while barely completing school. Scratch
that. Completing school is for losers.
Ask how many of the people who are
graduating have kids. I do. And you know
what that means? I’ve done it. Everyone
else is lacking proof. NOT IMPRESSED.
Losers don't get action . . . true story.
So, for those losers who are deciding to
let the quote unquote “best years of your
life” end, I say good choice, you really
thought that one through. Like what else
do you have to do? Most of you were man
agement majors, so I know you guys don't
have jobs.
So the next couple of years you plan to
sit in Mom and Dad's basement playing
Dungeons and Dragons while I continue to
live the dream. You can’t have no in your
heart, but I suppose it is too late for you; so
I will live the dream for the both of us. I
hope you like menage a trois.
For those leaving I wish you the best of
luck and request that those who have jobs
. . . like accountants . . . don’t forget me
and hook a brother up; Earl Jr. is the first
but certainly not the last.

Earl
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Poetry Corner

Talking with food
Lia Armatas ’08
Portfolio Editor

by

I can’t stand you unless we keep ourselves busy eating. I come up with a strategy
of swirling spaghetti on a spoon while you babble about the kind of news the
Enquirer would never publish. I consider flinging the finest hive of starch and
sauce at you but distract myself by taking your face apart with my eyes.

“Have you learned the lessons only of
those who admired you, and were tender
with you, and stood aside for you? Have
you not learned great lessons from those
who braced themselves against you, and
disputed passage with you?”

In pieces, I feel bad for your worn out face—sad wrinkled eyes, clumsy looking
ears and unsure smile. Knocking over my glass of sweating water I realize that I
look the same way.

Sunday grey blue apology
Dan Meehan ’07
Portfolio Staff

by

To endings of staircases aligned
in the line of designer’s refined
regions of rigid repair, staring back
the tree headed sod markers
like a tumbling carpet of growth
blanketing a concrete jungle
with cherry tomato gardens.

Walt Whitman

To black crows and stale bread working
side by side at park dusk’s smoky collision
between orange meridians and old wooden
pipes.
To spirits of sidewalks, locked in the chalk
renditions of young urban children dreaming
aloud the pronunciation and indentations
of a consciously stunning generation.
To brick wall storytelling and creation
underneath the fingernails of empty
alleys and city streets and the pearls
of midnight strung together like Christmas
lights illuminated in the shells of trash cans.
And to a cradle of melodies reflective
of honey soaked tragedy and traditional
conversation. To pink brains with beating
rainstorms and heart beats to shake
the ground that we walk on.

Ghost recognition
by Alex Donnelly '09
Portfolio Staff
www.artquotes.net

Skimming above the Nile at night.
Red pointer lights, and triangles.
Crescent moons of the night.
Cosmic rocks lead us to our old freezers.

Three musicians
Katie Caliva ’10
Portfolio Staff

by

hay tres hombres y
the three men are
tocando their instruments
la musica flows among them
like an esplritu
blends them into un hombre
con orracion that tiene no beginning
and has no conclusion
vices
problemas
hatred
mal sientos
all these are a la puerta
it is only la musica that comes in
la musica es la cosa significant to life
it is only this process
the building of a new hombrismo
out of three mere hombres that is relevant
their souls become one

corazones beat to el mismo ritmo

they are a trinity
a six-armed monster that is really an angelo
porque El Dio has made them in His image
He smiles a los hombres y He says
Es Buena
because la musica is above all
Good

Miracles of change
by

Nicole Amaral ’07
Portfolio Staff

Now with more fervor than ever
The sweet smell of change
Gusted through the spring breezes.
From bright nights to dark days
That warm feeling of belonging
Never strayed, and held tightly
To the heartstrings.
Now the life support will end.
But life itself will continue.
On into the sun-drenched days
With that nervous feeling
Of security, that reveling joy
That takes miracles for granted.
Bless this day, this life, this miracle.
For it means more to me than words
Can say.

The verdict is in, the news is out.
To have our thought invaded.
Something glows white, behind that tree.
Tiptoe around, to meet it.

and in the end it’s obvious you brought this
upon yourself
and in the end it’s obvious you brought tins
upon yourself
and in the end it’s obvious you brought this
upon yourself
AND IN THE END IT’S OBVIOUS YOU
BROUGHT THIS UPON YOURSELF.

1 can see what you can’t see.
I can feel what you can’t feel.
A challenge for you: don’t be distracted.
And I can see what you can’t see,
1 can feel what you can’t feel,
1 can sense that radiation in the wind.
Brushing, brushing by my brain.
Brushing, brushing by her brain.
This tunnel is not very steep at all.
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores -- Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Michael Farley

Aine Hoban

Men’s Lacrosse
Graduate Student—Westfield, N.J.

Women’s Outdoor Track
Graduate Student—Wakefield, England

Farley scored a season-high of four goals in the
Friars’ 10-6 victory over Siena on Saturday, April
28. The win helped PC to clinch the fourth seed in
the upcoming MAAC Tournament.

Hoban took the title in the 5000 meters race at the
Penn Relays on Thursday, April 26. Her winning
time was 16:07.01.

Scores

Schedules

Thursday 4/26
Women’s Track at Penn Relays

Ind. Res.

Friday 4/27
Women’s Track at Penn Relays
Women’s Softball at South Florida
Women’s Softball at South Florida

Ind. Res.
L, 3-1
L, 6-2

Saturday 4/28
Women’s Track at Penn Relays
Men’s Lacrosse vs. Siena

Ind. Res.
W, 10-6

Sunday 4/29
Women’s Softball at Louisville
Women’s Softball at Louisville
Women’s Track at Brown

L, 4-3
L, 4-0
TBA

Tuesday 5/1
Women’s Softball at Brown
Women’s Softball at Brown

L, 7-3
L, 1-0

Thursday 5/3
Women’s Softball at Boston College

4:00 p.m.

Friday 5/4
Men’s Lacrosse at Siena

1:00 p.m.

Saturday 5/5
Men’s Track at Big East Championships
Women’s Track at Big East Championships

All day
All day

Sunday 5/6
Men’s Track at Big East Championships
Women’s Track at Big East Championships

All day
All day

Wednesday 5/9
Women’s Softball at Big East Champioships

TBA

Standings
Men’s Lacrosse MAAC Standings (5/3)
MAAC
w L

Team
Siena*
1
7
Canisius*
3
5
3
5
Saint Joseph’s*
3
5
Providence*
5
3
Marist
4
Manhattan
4
4
Mt. St. Mary’s
4
VMI
7
1
Wagner
8
0
* = qualified for MAAC tournament

Overall
JL
W

10
6
5

5
7
10

5
6

9

7
4
2
0

9
8
9
12
15

Women’s Softball Big East Standings (5/3)
Big East
Overall
W
L
L
W
T

Team
DePaul
USF
Louisville
Notre Dame
Connecticut
Seton Hall
Syracuse
Pittsburgh
Rutgers
St. John’s
Providence
Villanova

16
11
11
9
10
9
9
8
7
6

0
5
5
7
9
9
11
11
11
12

36
39
30
25
22
15
21
22
20
17

7
21
22
21
20
30
30
31
30
33

0
0
0
.0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6

14

23

23

0

5

13

25

27

1
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Remember, Cowl readers ... we want to

hear from you! Just e-mail your questions

The Cowl 21

Hot and cold season for hockey

either about PC sports or sports in general to
cowlsports@gmail.com, and we'll do our

best to answer them—and stir up a little
debate if we can!
Thanks,

The Cowl Sports Staff

Do you think that trading a fourth round draft pick for Randy Moss will turn
out to be a positive move for the New England Patriots?
—Brian Calnan ’07

Before Patriot fans gush too much about
getting Randy Moss, they should remem
ber that Coach Bill Belichick is a hardnose, no-nonsense kind of guy and Moss,
putting it nicely, is no “golden boy,” which
is exactly why the Moss trade will not
work for New England.
Some will point to Corey Dillon as how
the Patriots can turn around a player with
a troubled past, but Dillon’s driving viola
tions are laughable in comparison to what
Moss has done. In high school, Moss
kicked a classmate, got kicked out of both
Notre Dame and Florida, ran over a meter
maid, had the infamous mooning of
Packer fans at Lambeau Field, and of
course, loved marijuana.
And at age 31, Moss’ quickness is no
longer there, causing his stats to suffer.
Moss’ touchdown receptions have dimin
ished each year since 2003: He hasn’t had
1000 yards receiving since 2005, and he
hasn’t recorded double-digit touchdown
receptions since 2004. And with the suc
cess of the Patriots’ offense dependent on
Brady’s ability to spread the ball around,
how well will Moss fit into that scheme,
being a player who demands the ball in his
hands every down, or will take plays off?
Sure on paper things look great, but
eight months from now in mid-December,
when the Patriots have been dealing with
the huge headache, both on and off the
field, that is Randy Moss, they will answer
the redundant question of “Was it worth
it?” with a huge and emphatic no.

Randy Moss, a Patriot? In one of the
more shocking moves of this year’s NFL
Draft, the troubled, but talented, wideout is
now part of one of the best teams in the
entire league.
This is a great move by the Pats. They
were one half away from the Super Bowl
last year with no recievers. This offseason
their focus has been on improving the
wideouts for their all-world quarterback,
Tom Brady. I would say the mission is now
accomplished. The Patriots had done well
before this—they had already signed wide
recievers Dante Stallworth, Kelley
Washington, and Wes Welker in the offsea
son. Now, with the signing of Moss, the
Patriots have the best reciever corps in the
entire NFL (Yes, its true Indianapolis).
Although Moss has often been in the
spotlight for the wrong reasons, I think he
is willing to give up some of his antics to
play for a winning team. At 31, the Patriots
may get one more great year from the very
talented wideout. He still has the speed to
beat guys on the outside, and he has
always been willing to catch the ball over
the middle. It will also help that the
Patriots are now very deep at the position.
This was the move of the offseason for
any team. The Patriots gave up a FOURTH
round pick for Moss! This move can prove
to be one of the best moves of the entire
Belicheck era in New England. The
Patriots can now enter the season in a posi
tion that they are very used to being in: the
favorite.
—Chris O’Connor ’07

—Mike Springer ’08

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
NOW

Because Aunt Joan needed more Botox'
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It was an inconsistent season for men’s hockey, but the team did not lose hope.

Ryan Holt ’09
Sports Staff
For the Providence College Men’s
Hockey Team, the 2006-2007 season was
one of growth. Record-wise, the Friars
started slow, and never really recovered.
However, there were many positive steps
in the development of this team in year two
of the Tim Army era.
There were few bright spots in the first
half of the season. Scoring was down, as
were wins. The Friars, who, last season,
were undefeated at Schneider Arena until
January, suffered home losses in four of
their first five games. They had a tough
start to the Hockey East season, and many
wondered if they would qualify for the
conference tournament.
But they did. They finished eighth, and
lost a hard-fought series to then-No. 1 New
Hampshire on the road. The Friars out
shot, and at times out-hustled the Wildcats,
but came up short in the end.
The season also saw wins over many
top-opponents. On Oct. 31, the Friars
defeated Hockey East Champion and
national runner-up Boston College for the
first time in years. Months later, they were
just a shot off the post away from doing it
again. In each meeting with the Eagles, the
Friars out-shot them.
The University of Maine was another
Frozen Four participant on the Friars’ list
of victims. New Hampshire, who for much
of the season sat atop the national rank
ings, also met defeat at the hands of the
Friars. They defeated St. Lawrence and
tied the University of Massachusetts, both
participants in the NCAA Hockey
Tournament this past winter.
Their schedule was one of the nation’s
toughest,
featuring
many
NCAA
Tournament qualifiers. Their conference,
the Hockey East, was home to five of the
16 teams selected for the tournament.
Friar Head Coach Tim Army addressed
some of the problems, which hindered the
success, record-wise, for this year’s team.
“We need to be more consistent, less
streaky,” he said. “We were in a position to
put some big numbers up, we just didn’t
capitalize.”
He addressed the slow start as a means
for some “over-coaching” at times, which
he believes now did not accomplish the
intentions that he set out for his team.
“We lost some games, fell behind, we
tried to get some things done, it took away
from our pace, our free creativity,” said
Army.
Christmas break, he added, was the
turning point for this team. It allowed him
a chance to reflect on what had happened
early on. Army said that he realized the
you just need to “stick with it.”
So he did. In the second half of the sea
by

son, play improved drastically. There was
more confidence, more aggression, more
fight in this team. They sent a message to
opponents that they were down, but they
were certainly not out.
“We got back to doing things that gave
us success, we played much better in the
second half,” said Army.
The Friars were one of the toughest
teams to face in college hockey. They
would out-shoot and out-hustle opponents
on a nightly basis. Their record was not
indicative of their performance.
“When you look at our second half,
there’s a lot of growth, we have a great
core,” said Army. “We were a tough oppo
nent, we took a lot of shots, we were
aggressive. We didn’t have the wins to
show for it.”

Tweak the style but don’t
change it. Stay with it; don’t let
the wins ansd losses get you
away from your style.
Providence Hockey Head Coach
Tim Army

There certainly was great growth for
this team, especially as the year went on.
Anyone who attended games throughout
the year can note the development of these
players over the course of this season.
Army said that he has developed as a
coach as well and that the season has
taught him something too.
“Tweak the style, but don’t change your
identity,” he said. “Stay with it, don’t let
the wins and losses get you away from
your style.”
The Friars will lose six seniors to grad
uation this year. Co-Captains Tony
Zancanaro and Colin McDonald, along
with Dinos Stamoulis, Bryan Horan, Jamie
Carroll, and Chase Watson, leave Providence
after great careers here.
“We lose six seniors who helped pave
the way for this new identity. They will be
greatly missed,” said Army.
Army attributed much of the team’s
leadership and passion to this group. Each,
he believed brought something special to
the ice and the locker room. The Friars,
however, will add nine freshmen next year
to replace them.
Army and the Friars are very excited for
next season, as they should be. The team
was still young this year, and many playersare returning. Along with the new nine,
the Friars should be a force to be reckoned
with in college hockey next year.
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Softball:Five game losing streak ends with victory at Brown
1-4 with a homerun in the Friars’ 7-3 loss
and 1-0 victory over the Brown Bears.
After holding Brown scoreless for three
innings, Lewis reached on a fielder’s
choice to score the first run of the game for
Brown. The scoring continued as
Anderson reached on an error scoring
Baxter which was followed by a double
from Anderson to give Brown a 3-0 lead.

I Try to have a confident
attitude, especially when hit
ting. I just try to be relaxed
at the plate and some times it
pays off and some times it
doesn’t.
Sophomore Mary Sheehy

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Rachel Bartholomew hit her ninth homerun of the season in the Friars’ 4-3 loss to
Louisville on Sunday.
continued from back page
the shutout going.
Taking advantage of the missed oppor
tunity by P.C., the Cardinals took a 2-0
lead in the second when Stanfilled scored
on a wild pitch and Totten drove in anoth
er run by grounding into a fielder’s choice
at short.
Rendon’s RBI single scored Totten in
the fourth to extend the Louisville
Cardinals’ lead to 3-0.
Louisville managed to add to their lead

in the fifth, as Moore scored from third on
a base hit by Stanfill, coupled with com
plete game, seven strikeout effort by
Bishop, gave the Cardinals the 4-0 win.
“Teams like Louisville and USF have
great pitching staffs that look to hold the
opposing team to just a run or two.” Said
coach Jacklets after the game. “However,
1 am confident in our offense and its abili
ty to dismantle a pitching staff like theirs.”
Traveling just across town to face intra
city rival Brown on Tuesday, Sheehy went

GEE,
I WISH I AUDITIONED
FOR A PRODUCTION
THIS YEAR...

WELL, THINK ABOUT NEXT YEAR!
THEATRE, DANCE AND FILM SEASON 2007 - 2008

NOISES OFF by Michael Frayn
BLACKFRIARS DANCE CONCERT
AGNES OF GOD by Jahn Pielmeier
FUNNY GIRL toy Jule Styne, Bob Merrill, Isabel Lennart
3 STUDENT DIRECTED SHOWS titles tba
SPRING DANCE CONCERT
If you would like to be notified about upcoming auditions and to
get involved in theatre or dance,, let us know by emailing us at:

blackfriars@providence.edu
NON-MAJORS WELCOME!
AUDITIONS ARE OPEN TO ALL PC STUDENTS!

Jacklets countered with a pitching
change, but sophomore Alisha Levin did
little to extinguish Brown’s offense as
Brown hit another two singles to go up 50. Levin then walked Rothamel and
allowed a single to Baxter, as Brown
extended their lead.
The Friars looked to their talented right
fielder, whose confidence and composure
at the plate led her to hit .400 with two runs
scored, entering Tuesday’s contests against
Brown University.
“I try to have a confident attitude, espe

cially when hitting.” Sheehy said. “I just
try to be relaxed at the plate; some times it
works, some times it doesn’t.”
Lately, the approach has been working,
as Sheehy’s hot-streak continued in the top
of the fifth with a two-run homerun that
cut the deficit to 7-2. Bartholomew then
hit an RBI single in the seventh to roundout the game.
Sophomore Jennifer Maccio pitched
seven scoreless innings in game two,
allowing just three hits and striking out
two, and Sheehy scored the lone run for
the Friars in the first by crossing home on
an error, snapping P.C.’s five game skid.
The win improves the Frairs to 23-23
on the year, a six game digression from last
season.
Despite finishing under .500, Coach
Jacklets is excited about the bright and
promising future of the program.
“I’m proud of the way our seniors have
left this program and I’m proud of the way
that they have helped our younger play
ers,” she said. “We will be reaping the ben
efits of our seniors and all that they have
done for is program for at least the next
three years.”
P.C. travels on Thursday May 3, to
Chestnut Hill, where they will take on the
Boston College Eagles who are 11-25 on
the season.

THOMAS J. FAY, ESQ.
One Turks Head Place, Suite 1300
Providence, RI 02903
Tel. (401) 277-1300 Fax (401) 277-1119.
tjf@bowermantaylor.com
Automobile Accidents • Personal Injury
Uninsured Motorist • Wrongful Death
Premises Liability • Dog Bites
Business Litigation • Expungement

Night and Weekend appointments available
FREE CONSULTATION FOR P.C.
STUDENTS
Rhode Island does not have a procedure for
certifying attorneys in areas of specialization.

CLASSIFIEDS
ROOM FOR
RENT!
One bedroom
Great low price of only
$400/month!
All utilities included!
Located in a great area!
Interested?
Email Susan Jarvis at
sjarvisll09
@y ahoo.com
for more information

ROOMS FOR RENT!
*3-4 bedrooms*
* Located on the bus
route*
* Spacious double par
lor!*
*Only $1350/month!*
Interested?
Email Susan Jarvis at
sjarvisl109@yahoo.com
for more information

GREAT
MULITIFAMILY

HOUSE AVAILABLE!
Eaton Street house
fully available for rent
for the 07-08
school year. All floors
have 4 bedrooms,
good size living
rooms, decks and
parking. Rent is $400
per
student.
Call 617-331-7222 for
showing. Don't miss

HELP WANTED!
Local business seeking
sales reps. Excellent Pay
PLUS Commission.
BENEFITS. BUILD
YOUR RESUME!
Communication skills
required.
PT 5-9p M-F, 10-2p Sat.
Short walk to PC/RIC
401-453-4200
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Incoming: A freshman class with a lot of talent
Last week Kevin O’Brien ’07 sat
down with Athletic Director Bob
Driscoll to discuss the outlook for
Friar sports. This week, the Sports
staff takes a look at the signed stu
dent athletes committed to the Class
of 2011.
Men’s Basketball Signs Second
Recruit
The Providence
College Men’s
Basketball Team announced the signing of
Marshon Brooks to a letter-of-intent on
Saturday. Brooks, a 6’5” guard, hails from
Tucker High School in Georgia, where he
averaged 18.9 points and led his school to
the state title in class 4A.
Schools such as Alabama-Birmingham,
College of Charleston, Tennessee Tech,
and Toledo all sought Brooks’ services
before PC took notice of him in March
when the Friars were down in Georgia
recruiting Brooks’ teammate Jeremy
Simmons.
Brooks began his high school career as a
point guard, before undergoing a growth
spurt that took him from 5’11” his sopho
more year to 6’5” his senior year, while
allowing him to still maintain his quick
ness and point-guard skills.
With the signing of Brooks, PC offered
its final scholarship to Alex Kellogg, a
6’8” forward from Ohio and son of former
NBA player Clark Kellogg.
Kellogg, who was not rated amongst the
top 20 forwards in Ohio and was a high
school soccer standout before focusing pri
marily on basketball, averaged 18 points
and 8.5 rebounds a game and led his
school to the Division II semi-finials each
of the last two seasons.
At DeSales High School, Kellogg
played primarily around the perimeter, but
does have the ability to play with his back
to the basket.
Kellogg was also recruited by Akron
and Miami of Ohio before finally agreeing
to terms with P.C.
—Mike Springer ’08
Women’s Basketball Announces Class of
2011
Looking to build on its success from last
year, the Providence College Women’s
Basketball Team announced the signings
of Megan Jackson and Mi-Khida Hankins
who will matriculate into the class of 2011.
Jackson is a wing player from
Manchester, N.H. who was ranked No. 28
on the scouts.com list of high school for
wards for 2007. She is a three-time All
State First Team selection and also earned
to Union Leader All-State honors.

Hankins, a forward from Baltimore,
MD, led her team to three IAAM A
Conference Championship titles and
earned both IAAM All-Conference Team
honors and First-Team All-Baltimore City
and Baltimore Sim First-Team All-Metro
recognition
—Mike Springer ’08
Seven to take the field with men’s soc
cer
This fall, the men’s soccer team will be
joined by seven incoming freshmen. The
Class of 2011 includes one goalkeeper,
two defenders, three midfielders and a for
ward.
Midfielder Matthew Marcin is a high
school All American from Delaware. He
was the 2006 Delaware Player of the Year
as well as the Gatorade Player of the Year.
Midfielder Michael Pereira joins the
team from Ontario, Canada, where he is
the captain of the Canadian Under 18
Team.
Alex Redding, a forward, joins the
Friars from Mass. He, like Marcin, was a
high school All American.
They will be joined by goalie Jhojan
Obando from Florida, defenders Nathan
McKeever and Nick Clanci—from
Georgia and Conn., respectively—and
midfielder David Bartilus, who is from
New Jersey.
—Erin Redihan ’08

Super six to join women’s soccer
Focused on continuing the trend of
bringing versatile athletes to the
Providence College Women’s Soccer
Program, Head Coach Jim McGirr recruit
ed six new members to join the team in the
fall. The team announced the signings of
Kaitlin Delciampo, Alyssa Leary, Jackie
Pastor, Jill Schott, Lindsey Trubia, and
Marra Whaley.
Delciampo is an offensive player from
Wethersfield, Conn. She is a three year
All-Conference selection and holds an All
State honorable mention.
Leary hails from Edina, Minn, where
she captained her Benilde St. Margaret’s
team in 2006. Alyssa’s athletic ability,
pace and intelligence will allow her to cre
ate her own opportunities to score goals for
the Friars.
Pastor, from Langhorne, Pa., joins the
Friars as a four-year starter at The
Pennington School. She is expected to pri
marily play as an attacking outside back
and has an aggressive manner that will
allow her to win the ball at all costs.
Schott, a goalkeeper from Windham,
NH, played four years for Central
Catholic. Schott is expected to bring great
size and athleticism to the goal keeper
position and has the potential to develop

into the future keeper of the program.
Trubia, a center-midfielder from Mystic.
Conn., played for Stonington High School.
She was named to the All-State teams her
freshman, sophomore, and junior seasons
but was injured her senior season.
Whaley, played at Rocky Hill High
School where she captained the squad in
2005. At Providence, Whaley intends to
play as a central and outside defender. Her
high level of athleticism and ability to read
the game put her in the perfect position to
contribute right away and fill the void left
by graduating senior captain Leah Vieira.
—Mollie Quinn '09
Nine to lace up skates for Army
The Providence College Men’s Hockey
Team will add nine freshmen to their 20072008 roster. Two defensemen and seven
forwards make up the class of 2011.
Two Rhode Islanders reside in this
year’s class. Austin Mayer of Providence
and Eric Baier of North Kingstown both
add local flavor to the bunch. Mayer plays
left wing and recorded 25 points in 25
games in the junior leagues. Baier is a
defenseman who can also become an
offensive threat.
Joining Baier on defense is Joe Lavin, a
highly touted top-50 recruit in North
America. The two should add to an already
tough and aggressive group of defensemen
on the Friar squad next year.
The remaining forwards for the Friars
are Kyle Mackinnon, a high scoring center,
Paul Golden, a right wing who led his team
in scoring, Ben Farrer, a left wing who tal
lied 60 points in 59 games in juniors, Matt
Germain, a left wing who helped guide his
juniors team to a national title, Jordan
Kremyr, a scorer at left wing, and Ian
O’Connor, another left wing who has
scored three game-winning goals in 25
games.
The nine should help the Friars in a
very difficult Hockey East next season.
“This will upgrade our depth,” said an
enthusiastic Head Coach Tim Army. “We
add nine players, more size, more mobili
ty, more speed, more grit. These guys will
fit our high paced model. They’ll create
more scoring chances. We’ll be young, but
this will upgrade our production. We’re
very excited.”
Look for the Friars to be much better,
even more aggressive on offense, stronger,
and deeper on defense next year.
—Ryan Holt ’09

Volleyball welcomes six signees
The Providence College Women’s
Volleyball team announced the signing of
six new recruits for the 2007 season:
Sondra Snyder, Torey Broback, Kourtney
Halliday, Kristen Halliday, Meredith Gent,

and Emily Morris.
Emily Morris is a 5’9 utility player from
Hermosa Beach, CA. She is an experi
enced right side hitter, setter, and defensive
specialist.
At six feet, Meredith Gent is an outside
hitter from Reading, Mass, where she won
the North Shore Conference MVP her sen
ior year.
Sondra Synder, a setter from Northern
Valley Regional, took her team to the state
quarterfinals her senior season.
Torey Broback, another defensive spe
cialist, had 70 aces and led her to two
Section IAAA championship titles in 2005
and 2006.
Kourtney Halliday, a 6’ 1 middle block
er, hails from Bourne High School where
she led the team to a state championship in
2004.
Kristen Halliday, a 6’1 outside hitter
from Bourne High School as well, tallied
66 blocks, 155 kills, 49 aces, and 210 digs
her senior year.
—Mike Springer ’08

Field Hockey sgns five new recruits
Looking to build upon last year’s suc
cess, the team announced the signing of
five new players who will be matriculating
into the program next fall: Kelly Grogan,
Jaime Lipski, Joscelyn Mahon, Julie
Ruggieri, and Christine Sideris.
Grogan, a midfielder, hails from Wall
Township, NJ. During her high school
career, Grogan was selected All-Central
Jersey twice, earned All-Shore, All
Monmouth County, and All-Division hon
ors three times during her career.
Lipski, who is also a midfielder, is from
Dallas, Pa. At her high school, Lipski was
a starter for three seasons and earned FirstTeam Pennsylvania All State Honors twice
and was selected Second Team All-State as
a sophomore.
Mahon, who is a forward/midfielder,
played at Lake-Lehman High School with
Lipski. Also a three-year starter, Mahon
tallied 119 career points on 43 goals and
33 assists, as she and Lipski guided LakeLehman to a 67-13 record during their
careers.
Ruggieri, another midfielder, is from
Barrington High School in Barrington, Rl,
where she led the Eagles to two-straight
Division
I
Rhode
Island
State
Championships, and was selected FirstTeam All-State and All-Division three
times.
Sideris, the lone defender of the group,
arrives from Watertown High School in
Watertown, Mass. There, she led her team
to the Middlesex League title in both her
junior and senior seasons. Sideris finished
off her senior year by leading Watertown
to the Division II North title.

Women’s hockey searches for consistency Lax: Rematch
by

Drew Goucher ’08
Sports Staff

This season, the Providence College
Women’s Hockey team raised the bar and
challenged itself to try to reach new
heights and attain national recognition.
While the attempt did not yield the desired
results, a maturing Friar team with several
transfer students acclimated itself quickly
to high quality Division I NCAA play.
The team started the season by facing
off against many of the nation’s top teams,
and, luckily, many of these games were
non-conference resume builders. Games
against national powerhouses like
Mercyhurst, Yale, Dartmouth, Harvard,
Wisconsin, and St. Lawrence demonstrat
ed the gap between where the Friars were
and where they hoped to be. Yet, while all
this was going on, the Friars still managed
to skate away with easy wins over Hockey
East rivals Northeastern, Boston College,
and Boston University, and also tied Maine
twice. A 7-0 shellacking against Vermont
at the tail end of the winter break high
lighted the potential the team could some
day live up to.
However, the Friars struggled to find
consistent scoring much of the year.
Against weaker teams, it was certainly

there, but against top teams Providence
struggled to bury pucks in the net, despite
an array of shots usually near or equal to
their opponents’.
In goal, senior Jana Bugden was tremen
dous all year in facing some of the nation’s
top competition. Her relatively pedestrian
11-11-1 won-loss record betrayed her out
standing goals against average of 2.33 and
her incredible .920 save percentage, and
demonstrated the defensive tenacity of the
teams on Providence’s schedule. For her
incredible efforts in goal, Bugden was
named the team’s Most Valuable Player.
Goaltending proved to be a strong point
for Providence this season, as newcomer
Danielle Ciarletta, a transfer from the
University of Minnesota-Duluth, also
proved excellent between the pipes.
Ciarletta, a sophomore, got to see plenty of
action this season splitting time with
Bugden, and showed signs of becoming an
excellent netminder in the coming years.
She had several outstanding games over
the course of the season, as she posted a 55-3 record on the year. She also posted a
2.41 GAAand .912 save percentage.
However, scoring enough to win often
proved difficult against top teams, as
Providence averaged under 3 goals a game
for the first time in recent memory.

Offensively, the trendsetters were seniors
Kristin Gigliotti (a defenseman - 39
points) and Sonny Watrous (a forward - 31
points). Gigliotti was recognized for her
outstanding senior campaign with the
team’s Coach’s Award, as well as a selec
tion to the New England Hockey Division
I All-Star Team. Transfer students Mari
Pehkonen (from Minnesota-Duluth) and
Sarah Feldman (junior from BC) also
injected life into the offense in their first
campaigns as Friars, and the team also saw
continued development and contributions
from junior forward Jenna Keilch, sopho
more defenseman Erin Normore, and jun
ior defenseman Kathleen Smith.
The team ultimately battled its way to a
12-6-3 record, and earned the third seed in
Hockey East. They defeated second seeded
Boston College 3-2 in the first round,
exacting some revenge on the Eagles for
sending the Friars home last year, but fell
to a red hot New Hampshire team in the
Hockey East Championship, 3-1. Despite
the defeat, the team is still poised to return
strong next year, and despite key losses in
Bugden, Watrous, and Gigliotti, should
have plenty of underclassmen to rise to the
occasion and lead this team back to where
it had hoped to reach this season.

with Siena in
post-season
continued from back page
year, however, will be a very tall order
for PC. On Friday, May 4, the Friars will
have a rematch with Siena. Defeating
Siena twice in less than a week will cer
tainly be a difficult task and Coach
Burdick is well aware of this.
“It’s not going to be easy to beat them
again,” said Burdick. “We have to main
tain our recent level of play and be pre
pared for the adjustments that they are
going to make after watching the films of
Saturday’s game.”
The MAAC tournament, which consists
of the league’s top four teams begins
Friday, in Emmitsburg, MD. The winner of
the tournament receives and automatic bid
to the 2007 Men’s NCAA lacrosse champi
onship tournament. Providence, who com
peted in last year’s tournament, will be
looking to repeat as MAAC champions
and cap off its Cinderella run.
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Friars stay on track to building dynasty Game: Friars
by

Mollie Quinn ’09
Sports Staff

The newest students to enter the
Providence College community, the Class
of 2011, will be as old as the Friar
women’s cross country team’s dynasty.
Believe it or not, the women’s Cross
Country Team can rightfully boast for
making it to post season competition 18
years in a row. The Friars hold the longest
running streak of any Division I program
in the country to make it to the post season
in any sport. With the high level of suc
cess the team has demonstrated this year, it
appears fairly certain that this streak will
continue in the future.
“This has been a very, very good season,
right up there with some of the best we
have ever had,” said Head Coach Ray
Treacy.
Treacy’s statement is true, considering
that the men and women’s cross country
teams were able to claim 2006 conference
titles and finish among the top-10 at the
NCAA’s. In October, the men’s team cap
tured its league leading 15th Big East
Cross Country title overall and first since
2000. The women attained their fifth Big
East Cross Country title overall and first
since 2004.
The solid team effort allowed them to
continue on to the NCAA championships
in November. The women’s seventh place
team finish is the highest since 2004, and
marks the 16th time in program history
that the women’s cross country team has
finished among the top-10 at the NCAA
championships. The men’s team, which
came in ninth place, is the highest for the
program since 2000 and marks the 14th
time the program has also finished among
the top-10 at the NCAA championships.
On the individual level, the cross coun
try team saw success from graduate stu
dent Aine Hoban and senior Martin Fagan.
At the NCAA championships, Hoban led
the Friars to a seventh place victory and
earned All-American honors after com
pleting the race in a time of 21:04. Fagan,
who also recorded All-American honors
for the second-straight season, finished the
course in fifth place with a time of 31:01.
The team’s numerous victories set them
in motion for a productive indoor season.
Many runners on the team were able to
make great strides and prepare themselves
for the upcoming outdoor season.
“I saw great performances from a lot of
the runners during the indoor season, many
of the younger runners were really able to
come into their own during this season,”
said Treacy.
Sophomore Katie Dicamillo had an out-
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Senior Martin Fagan helped keep the
track and cross country teams’ 18-year
post-season streak alive and set several
personal records as well.

standing indoor season, continuing all the
way to the NCAA Championships.
DiCamillo placed 13th in the 5000 meters
finishing with a time of 16:23.28. Junior
Max Smith also enjoyed a lucrative sea
son, winning first place in the 1000 meters
at the URI Sorlein Invitational and becom
ing the BIG EAST Champion in the mile.
Hoban and Fagan started off 2007 in the
right direction. Their accomplishments
throughout the season earned them AllAmerican honors once again. This time
they were named to the Division I Indoor
Track and Field Team. Fagan was named
to the team for his performance in the 3000
meters and Hoban was named for her per
formances in the 5000 meters throughout
the season. Fagan wrapped up this year’s
indoor track season with a sixth place fin
ish in the 3000 meter run at the NCAA
Championships held at the University of
Arkansas. Hoban was also able to share
this same level of success during the
indoor season. Hoban won four of the
seven races she entered into in the indoor
track season and completed the season
with a fifth place finish in the 5000 meters
run at the NCAA Championships.
This spring, the men and women’s
teams have continued to dominate the
track outdoors. According to Treacy, the
team went into the season hoping to get
about right or 10 runners qualified for the
NCAA regionals. And, as the team finds

Friars make run at title
by

Erin Redihan ’08
Sports Editor

The goal seems simple, at first glance:
Make the Big East Tournament. It is some
thing the Providence College Women’s
Field Hockey Team aspires to each season.
The target shrinks just a little when you
learn that only the top four teams in the
conference are invited to play for the
league title each November. And it
becomes even smaller when step back and
take a look at the caliber of the teams that
the Friars take the field against.
Though Providence had not qualified
for the Big East Tournament since 2000,
with the way the team played this season,
it will be difficult to write them off in years
to come. The team is coming off arguably
the best year in program history. Although
the Friars—who finished the season
ranked No. 11 nationally—was snubbed
by the NCAA Tournament Selection
Committee, this was a dream season allaround for the team.
The Friars got off to a hot start, winning
their first seven contests and 11 of their
first 12. Before the season began, there
were a few questions surrounding the
team, namely the 10 incoming freshmen
who joined the squad. Their strong play
provided a welcome boost and helped the
team earn a share in the Big East regular
season crown.

Freshman goaltender Rachel Chamberlain
was the key to the Friar defense. She
recorded seven shutouts was a third team
All-American along with senior Lauren
Sickel. PC’s offense was led by senior
Melissa McGow. The team will surely
miss McGow, who became the eighth
leader scorer in Friar field hockey history
after reaching the 100-point plateau for her
career. McGow played all over the field in
her four years, spending time on defense,
at midfield, and as a forward.
The Friars played many memorable
matches en route to the Big East title game
against the UConn. They beat several
ranked teams including Northeastern,
Louisville, Villanova, and UConn before
falling to the Huskies, 4-3, in a heartbreak
ing title game in Louisville.
Though not being invited to the NCAA
Tournament was a mistake for the No. 11
team, the Friars know that that their season
was one of the best for PC. They will look
to build off this success when they return
to the turf in August. The Friars will cer
tainly miss seniors Sickel, McGow, Emily
Ewens, Jessica Weinstein, Noel Mahlstadt,
and Colleen Walsh—fellow senior Kim
Vesling will return as a grad student in the
fall—but the future looks bright. The team
will welcome five new recruits to a very
talented group and will hopefully remain
on top of the Big East.

itself directly in the middle of the season
with six members of the team already qual
ified, it puts them ahead of their goal. As
expected, Hoban is finishing out the year
on top of her game. Hoban is already qual
ified for the NCAA Championships, to be
held in early June in Sacramento, Calif. As
of right now, Hoban maintains the impres
sive distinction of leading the country in
the 5000 meters, and continues to gain
strength each time she competes. This
summer she plans to represent both
Providence College and Great Britain at
the World University Games in Thailand.
Smith sustained his fast pace from the
indoor season into the outdoor one. This
past weekend, Smith was the star of the
show at Penn Relays. He led his distance
medley relay team to fifth place, complet
ing his race in 3:55.4, the fastest split of
the meet. In addition, it is a safe bet that
Smith will be attending the NCAA
Championships, finishing the year compet
ing at the highest national level possible.
This year, PC continued its legacy of
having a very strong running program. It
was a year that saw Big East Cross
Country Championships on both the men
and women’s sides, strong finishes at the
NCAA Championships and two runners
being named to All-American teams.
“It’s been a good year, one of the better
years we’ve had. If we can finish off the
season the way I think we can, then we
will continue what we are trying to do
here,” summed up Treacy.
As for next year? It appears with the
young top-notch squad Treacy has com
piled, the team will continue to compete at
the highest levels in the coming seasons.
For Treacy, he has already witnessed the
freshman and sophomore members of the
team strengthen and develop significantly.
“I think that’s why we are so successful,
over the years they grow and develop so
that they can be major contributors as jun
iors and seniors,” said Treacy. “And that’s
what you hope, that one day they will
become Aine’s and Martin’s.”

upset No. 23
continued from back page

while went 58 percent from the floor
including 4-6 beyond the arc. The Friars
took advantage at the line as well, going 710 on free throws.
The Mountaineers fought back and
pulled within three with just 41 seconds to
play. Sophomore Sharaud Curry’s turnover
in the final seconds made PC fans’ hearts
pound everywhere, but the Mountaineers
failed to get off one of their trademark
treys. They missed four shots in the last
minute and PC walked away with the 6461 win.
Efejuku—the team barometer—-led all
scorers with 24 points while Hill had 12
points and 6 rebounds. All in all, it was a
true team effort that defeated the
Mountaineers—every Friar that played
contributed at least three points.
The win over the Mountaineers marked
PC’s third upset of a ranked opponent this
season following then-No. 23 Boston
College and former No. 15 Marquette.
Though the team’s strong play in the sec
ond half was a pleasant surprise for some
less than optimistic Friar faithful, the fact
that the victory came at the Dunkin Donuts
Center should not surprise anyone. This
was the team’s record-tying 16th home
victory of the season.
“We always thought we could beat some
of the best teams in our league,” said
Efejuku. “And I think that game proved it.
I think it gave us hope as a team. I never
lost hope.”
Beating a ranked conference rival gave
put the Friars on the NCAA “bubble”
going into the final week of the regular
season. Losing two of their last three con
tests and a first-round exit from the Big
East Toumey, however, doomed the team
to a fifth seed and a trip to Bradley in the
NIT instead.
Although this exciting comeback failed
to change the tide of the 2006-07 season,
this game is not one that the players—or
the Friar fanatics—will soon forget.
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Friar fan weighs in on current coaching situation
by Kevin O’Brien ’07
Sports Editor Emeritus

If you’re anything like me, you’ll agree
that asking any fan to take a balanced,
rational view of his (or her) favorite team
is a dicey issue. As diehards, we become
so emotionally invested in our teams, liv
ing and dying with every win and loss, that
our opinions fluctuate wildly from week to
week, even day to day.
Perhaps nothing exemplifies this better
than the Friar faithful’s opinion of men’s
basketball Head Coach Tim Welsh. After
knocking off No. 23 BC, he’s a genius;
when the Friars lose to Florida State a few
weeks later, he’s an embarrassment to the
school. The range of opinions is stagger
ing—as the saying goes, Friar fans may
not always be right, but they’re never in
doubt.
I am no less guilty of this than any of the
Friar fanatics, but after watching this team
play for the past four years, I think that I
have finally developed a balanced view of
the situation. What I offer is nothing more
than an informed opinion—you may or
may not agree, but I hope that you’ll
appreciate my logic.
My conclusion: For all his good points,
Tim Welsh has not done enough in his nine
years here as head coach, and a change
could very well be needed.
I’d like to stress that this isn’t a person
al attack on Coach Welsh; I think he’s a
good representative of the school, and I
also feel that he has had a reasonable
amount of success as head coach here.
Sometimes, it’s simply that a change is
needed.
Heck, Tubby Smith won
Kentucky a national title and isn’t a terri
ble coach, and he got the boot this year
because Kentucky felt that it needed to
switch things up.
First, any evaluation of Tim Welsh must
begin with an understanding of the job he
holds. Let’s not kid ourselves: Being the
head coach at PC is an incredibly difficult
job. It’s a school with a proud basketball
history and an intensely loyal fanbase, but
it’s also a school that is undoubtedly
punching above its weight. Forgive me if

you’ve heard these stats already, but they
certain bear repeating: Out of the 73
schools in the six BCS conferences,
Providence has both the smallest student
body (3900) and the smallest endowment
($136 million). The renovated Dunkin
Donuts Center and soon-to-be completed
fitness center will help matters, but the fact
remains that it is difficult for PC to com
pete for recruits with schools that can
afford to construct a new state-of-the-art
building every 10 years.
The end result of this is that Providence
is rarely, if ever, more individually talent
ed than the teams it competes with. I say
that will all due respect to PC players past
and present, because there have been some
wonderfully talented players in the pro
gram over the last decade—but I think that
all PC fans realize that the program will
never see an influx of McDonald’s AllAmericans.

Furthermore, in eight Big
East Tournaments, Welsh has
notched one victory. That’s a
grand total of three postsea
son wins in nine years—a
frustrating rate of return for
any program.
Kevin O’Brien

I’m belaboring the point a bit, but what
I’m saying is simple: that with the
resources and facilities offered at PC,
Welsh’s teams cannot be held to the same
standard as Jim Boeheim’s at Syracuse or
Rick Pitino’s at Louisville. That doesn’t,
however, mean that it is impossible to
build a successful program at PC. Playing
in a postseason tournament (be it the
NCAA’s or the NIT) most years is a reach
able goal, as is making a run in the NCAA
Tourney every three to four years. It is
inevitable that there will be down years—
PC has to truly rebuild, not reload like the
UConns of the world—but real success in
March would more than balance out the
rebuilding phases.

This is an area in which Welsh has fall
en short, as PC fans well know. In nine
years at the helm, Welsh has led the Friars
to two NCAA Tourneys and two NIT’s.
He has managed two wins in the latter, but
none in the former. Furthermore, in eight
Big East Tournaments, Welsh has notched
one victory. That’s a grand total of three
postseason wins in nine years—a frustrat
ing rate of return for any program.
The real issue is that those postseason
struggles aren’t simply bad luck—they’re
symptomatic of the tendency of Welsh-led
teams to play their best basketball too early
in the season. Welsh owns an 8-21 record
in March in his tenure at PC, certainly a
troubling statistic.
What are the reasons for this? As a selfaware person, I’ll reiterate that I’m a fan
and not an expert, so I can’t claim to know
with any certainty. What I think is that in
order for PC to compete with UConn,
Louisville, and Georgetown—programs
teeming with blue chip, five star recruits—
the Friars have to play better team basket
ball. That may sound like a truism, so let
me
give
an
example:
Virginia
Commonwealth. The Rams certainly
weren’t more talented than the Duke team
they knocked off in this year’s
Tournament, but they succeeded because
of stifling defense and capable players that
flew under the radar of the powerhouse
programs. VCU was a better team than
Duke, and they’ve provided an excellent
example of how to build a successful pro
gram.
Now, Welsh certainly isn’t falling short
in the recruiting department. If the stories
of Ryan Gomes and Herbert Hill aren’t
enough, then look at Sharaud Curry, who
was overlooked by the SEC schools in his
area, or Weyinmi Efejuku, who was being
recruited by Ivy League schools until PC
and some other schools stepped in. In par
ticular, current recruit Marshon Brooks
looks like a typical Welsh steal: An under
rated prospect who improved greatly his
senior year of high school, grew a couple
of inches, and was generally overlooked
by the big conference schools in his area.
I’m even one of the people that doesn’t
get that upset about the number of transfers

that the program has endured. I under
stand the need to take risks in recruiting,
given PC’s situation, so I don’t usually
blame Welsh and his staff for the revolving
door of players. It’s not normally their
fault anyway: Dwight Brewington and
Gerald Brown, for example, both of whom
would be graduating with me this year, dug
their own graves and forced their own way
out of here.
No, the problems aren’t in personnel—
they’re in on-court performance. Outside
of a year-and-a-half span from midseason
2002-03 through the end of the 2003-04
season, Welsh-led teams have typically
struggled defensively. Offensively, the
Friars haven’t had many shortcomings in
recent years—but, without a real commit
ment to defense, success becomes a matter
of simply outgunning teams. I’ll venture
to say that trying to win shootouts versus
the West Virginias and Villanovas of the
world is not a strategy that will lead to last
ing success.
People who scream that Tim Welsh is a
terrible coach are plain and simply wrong.
Welsh is a good coach, but like any coach,
he has his strengths and weaknesses. His
strengths lie in his recruiting efforts and
his personality—he’s a nice guy, and he’s
always done everything he could to help
me out in my two years of covering the
team.
His weaknesses are coaching
defense and coaching in the postseason,
and after nine years, it’s apparent that these
weaknesses have become too considerable
to ignore.
Granted, this is all academic anyway:
Welsh will be here at least through next
year, and this is a team that has a chance to
do some serious damage if it can overcome
the loss of Herb Hill. I’ll be living an hour
from Providence, so I’ll do my best to
make it to as many games as possible, and
while he’s still coach, Welsh has my com
plete support. I’ll be the first to admit I
was wrong if the 2007-08 Friars ride a
dogged defense to a Sweet 16 appearance.
However, I fear that the porous defense
and March flameouts are the rule rather
than the exception, and in that case, it
might be best for all parties concerned if
everyone makes a fresh start.

Friars kick way to back-to-back NCAA appearances
by

Erin Redihan ’08
Sports Editor

How do you match a- season that repre
sented the best turnaround in school histo
ry and culminated in a trip to the NCAA
Tournament? The Providence College
Men’s Soccer Team saw only one way:
Return to the Big Dance. Though this is a
difficult task, the team did not disappoint.
Head Coach Chaka Daley led the Friars to
their second straight NCAA Tournament
appearance for the first time in PC history.
The Friars finished the regular season
with an 11-5-0 record—their best record
since 1984 and enough to earn them a
berth in the Big East Tournament. Along
the way, the team had many exciting victo
ries, including a 2-1 defeat of conference
foe Pittsburgh off junior Alex Bury’s goal
in overtime and the Friars’ first-ever win
over Rutgers, a 2-0 shutout on Sept. 10.
“One of the biggest weekends for us was
the opening Big East weekend,” Daley
said. “We beat Villanova and we beat
Rutgers, which I don’t think we’ve ever
done before. We played very well over the
course of those three days and that was a
pivotal start for us. It started out belief for
us that we could win games this season.”
Finishing 7-4 in the Big East earned PC
the No. 4 seed in the Blue Division in the
Big East Tournament and the right to host
its first-ever postseason game.
“We had a huge game at Seton Hall,”
said Daley. “They took it to us but we
scored and held on. That game was pivotal
because it allowed us to host our first Big
East [Tournament] game ever.”
In the Big East Tournament, the Friars
shut out the Louisville Cardinals 2-0 on
Oct. 25 to advance to the second round.
Sophomore Timothy Ritter and junior
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Freshman standout Jonathan Medcalf was an important part in PC’s success this
season. His goal against Cincinnati in the second round of the Big East Tournament
helped to land the Friars a spot in the semi-finals against St John’s.

Ryan Maduro scored against Louisville
while senior goalkeeper Chris Konopka
made five saves in his sixth shutout.
Following the Louisville game, the
Friars headed to Ohio to take on the
Cincinnati Bearcats, who were the top seed
in the Red Division. The Friars matched
both their offensive and defense perform
ances to those against the Cardinals,
although different players stepped up in
this contest.
The first Providence goal was a gift—an

own goal by the bearcats—however, the
Friars ensured their win with freshman
Jonathan Medcalf’s second half shot off an
assist from freshman Toussaint McClure.
In place of Konopka, who missed the game
with an injury, sophomore Timothy
Murray kept the Bearcats at bay.
A win over Cincinnati set up a Big East
semi-final match-up with the St. John’s
Red Storm. This time, however, it was the
Friars who ended up on the short end of the
2-0 score.

A loss in the semis was not enough to
keep the Friars out of the national title
hunt—they learned on Nov. 6 that they
were to face Hofstra University on Nov. 10
in Hempstead, N.Y. in the NCAA
Tournament.
“If you get 10, 11, 12 wins, and you play
in a big conference—the Big East is one of
the best conferences—you give yourself
the chance of playing in the ultimate post
season, which is the NCAA Tournament,”
said Daley.
Unfortunately for PC, the team’s scor
ing woes from the St. John’s loss carried
over and the team fell 2-0.
The team’s success garnered national
recognition.
Providence was ranked
among the best programs in the U.S. for
parts of the season, rising as high as No. 23
in the College Soccer News Poll.
In addition to the team recognition, sev
eral individuals were rewarded for their
on-field efforts. Maduro, Konopka, and
sophomore Timothy Ritter were all big
East. In December, Maduro became the
second PC men’s soccer player ever to be
named a first team All-American, capping
off a successful season in which he con
tributed three goals and four assists.
Konopka was not only invited to the
Adidas Major League Soccer Combine, in
January he was drafted by the Kansas City
Wizards of Major League Soccer.
“We focused on game-to-game, one
game at a time,” said Daley. “Every game
had value. It was a great game and a great
accomplishment by our group.”
The many accolades the team has gath
ered and its strong record over the past two
seasons gives the players a lot of hype to
live up to in the fall. However, with contin
ued strong performances from the likes of
Maduro, Medcalf, and Bury, the Friars
success should only grow in 2007.
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The Pride of Providence College
The Sports staff takes a look at three Friar standouts in the class of ’07
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Tony Zancanaro
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Center ice: Tony Zancanaro
by

Drew Goucher ’08
Sports Staff

Throughout his career, Tony Zancanaro
has generally been one of the smallest
players on the ice. Judging from his
aggressive, yet intelligent style of play,
however you’d never know it. Now a sen
ior closing out his time at Providence
College, the Cowl takes time out to look
back on the college hockey career of Tony
“Cannonball”.
Zancanaro was bom in Trenton, Mich.,
and was introduced to hockey at an early
age. Both he and his twin brother Brad
took up the sport, so Tony was skating by
age three, and by four he was learning the
game. He and Brad continued to play in
Michigan as kids. Growing up, Tony was a
Detroit Red Wings fan, and grew to appre
ciate the leadership and competitiveness of
Captain Steve Yzerman. He also admired
Theo Fleury’s style of play. As one of the
smaller players in the NHL, Fleury was
able to rack up points, but most important
ly, he never backed down from anyone. In
time, Zancanaro would forge the leader
ship of Yzerman and the grittiness of
Fleury into his own game.
Zancanaro played a year of high school
hockey before moving on to juniors. Here,
he found himself in St. Louis and
Springfield, Mo. of the North American
Hockey League. Zancanaro played three
seasons with Springfield, and earned the
team captaincy during his final two. After
deciding to play college hockey,
Zancanaro picked Providence College. He
felt it aligned best with his goals for his
career, and for life.
“I really wanted to play in Hockey
East,” he said. “And I really liked the
atmosphere at PC, as well as the education
I could get here. I chose college hockey
because I wanted an education to fall back
on.”
In that regard, Providence stood out.
Hockey East offered him a high level of
competition that would stimulate further
development of his game.
“Hockey East is probably the strongest
conference in the country,” Zancanaro
said. “The level of competition is just so
good that you have to be ready to show up
and work hard every single day.”
Before attending Providence, Zancanaro
also had the honor of becoming the first
Springfield player to have his jersey
retired. Furthermore, playing Hockey East
allowed him to face off against Brad, who
was entering his sophomore year of eligi
bility at Boston University as Tony was
lacing up his skates for his freshman year
at PC. To this day, the twins remain close;
it is not uncommon for them to compare
notes after games.

Zancanaro’s first season at PC went
pretty well. He posted five goals and five
assists, but really established himself as
one of the hardest working players on the
team, as well as a very responsible defen
sive player and tenacious penalty killer. He
proved a strong forechecker, and displayed
excellent skating ability and hockey sense.
His sophomore year reflected improve
ment in all of these areas, despite a similar
point total, and he began to emerge as a
real leader of the Friars—a great commu
nicator both on and off the ice. Following
the graduation of 2004-05 team captain
Jeff Mason, Zancanaro found himself
wearing the C for the Friars in 2005-06.
“Being named captain was a great
honor,” he said. “You look at all the guys
who have played here and were captains,
and for me to be in that category is a priv
ilege. Being able to do it for two years was
a great learning experience.”
In addition to his all-out style on the ice,
which teammates have largely followed,
Zancanaro also likes to lead off the ice.
Reflecting on his captaincy, he pointed out
that it was the little things that count.
“I tried to lead by example and do the
right things—to treat people with respect
on campus. On the ice, I was the same way.
Lead by example, and show up every
day—even when I wasn’t at the top of my
game. But it was easy because we had a lot
of great kids that really liked being at the
rink, and showed up to play.”
And the team did follow his example.
Under then first-year Head Coach Tim
Army, Zancanaro led the way to a blister
ing start that had the Friars in first place in
Hockey East, and in the Top 10 in national
polls heading into the spring semester.
Though the team did not ultimately keep
up the pace, it made a strong statement that
it was a team to watch in Hockey East, and
elevated the expectations of the program at
PC back to where they should be.
Furthermore, Zancanaro posted career
highs in goals (11), assists (8), and points
(19). And he did it all despite being one of
the smallest players on the ice at 5’6”,
which was never a concern for him. His
words illustrate how little heed he gave to
size once he set foot on the ice. It was all
about just playing.
“Size really hasn’t stopped me from
playing my game,” he said. “Sure, I have
to work hard off the ice to be stronger than
the guys I am playing against—so I can
take the physical side of the game - but my
size has not stopped me from being able to
play hard. When I am on the ice, I don’t
think of myself as smaller than everyone
else, and I don’t play as if I’m smaller than

hometown: Trenton, Ml
Management major
Team captain 2005-07
played in 146 games
13 points off eight goals and
five assists this season
playing for Trenton of the
ECHL following graduation

everyone else.”
His senior year, Zancanaro shared the
captaincy with classmate Colin McDonald,
something he was more than happy to do.
He was again an important part of the
team, and was a key component in main
taining the positive attitude that surround
ed the team all season, despite a difficult
season that saw a lot of close defeats. He
put up 13 more points, killed many impor
tant penalties, blocked shots, and broke up
opposing rushes with strong backchecking.
“This season was disappointing from a
win-loss standpoint,” he said. “But we
played better as the year went on. We all
had very high expectations when the year
started, but I think this year showed how
hard it is to win in Hockey East, particu
larly for the younger guys.”
He also spoke of the legacy he wishes
to leave the program.
“This team is going to be really good in
the years to come,” he added. “I hope to
leave behind my work ethic on the ice, as
well as how we have improved our image
on campus from before I came here. I
think students have a different perspec
tive of us now than they did say four or
five years ago, and I hope that doesn’t
change, but only gets better.”
But most of all, Zancanaro is going to
miss the camaraderie of being part of the
team, as well as the close-knit setting of a
college community.
“I am going to miss my teammates and
how we always hung out with each
other.” He said “I’m going to miss the
atmosphere on campus, too. I’ve met a lot
of people here, and I had a really good
time at Providence.”
For now, Zancanaro has his sights set
on graduation—he is a management
major—and on playing professionally.
The ECHL’s Trenton Titans would like
him to stay in their organization (he
played eight games with them this year
after his college season ended, scoring
one goal and two assists), and that suits
Zancanaro just fine.
“They want me to stay, so I haven’t
talked to them much because their season
just ended, but I will know more later this
summer,” he said.
And so at the end of his college career,
Zancanaro serves as the model for every
thing a student-athlete should try to be:
Dedicated, hard working, funny, friendly,
talented, and a leader. The Friars and
Providence College itself both benefited
greatly from him, and there is no doubt in
anyone’s mind that the Trenton Titans
will as well.
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Chris Konopka

hometown: Toms River, N.J.
Studio Art Major
played every minute in 2005
12 career shutouts
2 NCAA appearances
second team All-Big East
drafted by the Kansas City
Wizards (MLS)

Konopka: A
Wizard in goal
by

Erin Redihan ’08
Sports Editor

Almost every young athlete dreams at
one point or another of going pro. Some
entertain this aspiration more seriously
than others and pursue their sport in high
school or prep school. Even fewer athletes
are driven—and lucky—enough to be able
to turn their passions into careers.
Providence senior goaltender Chris
Konopka is one of the select few able to
play his favorite sport and get paid for it.
Though some luck inevitably goes into
being drafted for a pro team—i.e.
Konopka being selected by the Kansas
City Wizards of Major League Soccer—
determination and hard work are the keys
to making it to the elite level.
Konopka’s soccer career began in the
same way as any average kid—playing for
the youth leagues in Tom’s River, N.J.,
where he grew up. It was not until
Konopka reached high school and was
contacted by recruiters that he realized that
he was fairly talented.
Although scouts from several East
Coast schools—including Big East foes
West Virginia and Seton Hall—contacted
Konopka, he had only one place in mind.
From his first recruiting trip to the Ocean
State, the goalie knew that Providence
College was the place for him.
The Friars were ready to welcome
Konopka as well. Providence College
Head Soccer Coach Chaka Daley called
him “a good prospect for a young kid.” He
played five games in the net his freshman
year, allowing five goals, only one of
which came in Big East play. Konopka
played every minute of the season in 2005
and recorded six shutouts. He matched that
number of shutouts in 2006 along with
posting an 0.94 goals against average.
The last two seasons have been some of
the best in Friar Soccer history, due at least
in part to Konopka’s solid play in the net.
With him in goal, the Friars have now
played in the Big East Tournament SemiFinals in consecutive seasons and in two
straight NCAA Tournaments—the first
time PC has done this.
Along with impressive team accom
plishments, Konopka’s play in goal has
won him some solo honors. In 2005, he
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Annie Nemeth

hometown: Pittsburgh, Penn.
History major
holds two PC records
winner of the 2007 Sine Qua
non award for PC athletes
RICKY LABONTEE ’08/The Cowl
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was named to the second team All-Big
East, making him only the second Friar
goalie to earn this distinction.
“He definitely was a huge part [of the
team’s success],” said Daley. “We were
delighted for him to be considered...It’s a
lot easier to be a player on a Big East team
because there are more spots, as opposed
to the goalie where’s there’s only one
spot.”
Konopka’s impressive stats in 2006
earned him an invitation to the 2007
Adidas Major League Soccer Combine—
one of only 58 college seniors and five
goalies from all over the United States to
be selected.
“Being a goalkeeper is a difficult job,”
said Daley. “Ultimately, you’re the last
line of defense. If the ball gets through
you, then everyone is looking at you.”
At the Combine, Konopka participated
in drills and played in games while scouts
from various Major League teams evaluat
ed the talent.
Though he was not selected in the MLS
SuperDraft on Jan. 12, the Kansas City
Wizards picked up Konopka in the
Supplemental Draft on Jan. 18.
“To be drafted is not only a huge accom
plishment for Chris’but for the whole pro
gram,” said Daley. “To have our first play
ers be drafted—me being the first and he
the second—we’re delighted. We hope to
have some more going forward.”
Life got a little busy after the draft for
the Friar goalie. He only had a week to fin
ish up at PC and get down to Kansas City
for the start of spring training.
Konopka spent a few weeks with the
Wizards before setting off to England to
pursue another opportunity—a tryout with
Charleton of the English Premier League.
In his time overseas, ^Konopka played for
scouts of various European soccer clubs.
He has since returned to the states to con
tinue preparing for his rookie season in
MLS. Though he has yet to showcase his
skills in an actual pro game, the future
looks bright for Konopka, just the second
Friar ever to be drafted for the MLS.
A good work ethic and strong soccer
ability are not all that Konopka has going
for him—Daley points to his character as
one of the goalie’s best attributes.
“His personality is contagious,” said
Daley. “He’s really a nice young man. He’s
very spirited and well-liked among the
players, but he can be demanding of them
as well, which was extremely important in
the role of being a goalkeeper.”
In his four years at PC, Konopka has
proven that one can be a winner both on
and off the field. There are many athletes
who would be satisfied with just gathering
individual honors, but that is not the case
for Chris Konopka. Maybe it is because he
did not come in as an immediate star, that
he spent two seasons on the bench, watch
ing those ahead of him and biding his time
until it was his turn to step into the goalie
box on Glay Field.
Though he has moved on to a bigger
athletic stage that might eventually lead
him overseas to block shots from some of
the best soccer players in the world, all
will hope that Konopka will hold on to his
work ethic and leadership qualities that
have taken him from the youth soccer
leagues along the Jersey Shore to the Big
East and, most recently, to the MLS.
It is his winning ways in and away from
soccer that make him a senior standout and
a worthy ambassador for Friar Athletics.

A date with destiny, or with Annie Nemeth
by

Greg Hartwell ’07
Sports Staff

Dame Judy Dench, Angela Lansbury,
and Annie Nemeth. What do these three
ladies have in common? Besides being the
objects of my affection, they are undeni
ably the most accomplished females in the
world.
For the last article of my college career,
I asked to sit down with Dench and
Lansbury. Being that I write for sports my
editor felt it more appropriate to focus on
Nemeth...and focus I did.
This brown-haired Pittsburgh, Penn,
native stands at a solid 5’7”, and sports a
tanned and toned athletic body. I had the
pleasure of sitting down with Nemeth, who
was upset at the green teabag that had
exploded in her drink.
I literally could not sleep the night
before my interview with Nemeth. A myr
iad of emotions swept through my body
and my hands shook more uncontrollably
than normal. I sat down next to an irate
Nemeth, who was glistening with sweat.
Just like all of my typical interviews I
began with:
G: Hello Annie, can I call you Annie?
A: No, I would prefer if you didn’t. I
don’t think that you know me well enough.
G: Well for the sake of the article I am
going to anyway. To begin I would like to
thank you for taking the time to sit down
with me. I have to say that it is a pleasure
and I am really excited. First question:
How did Ms. Nemeth get into sports?
A: Well, I grew up in a big family. I have
four brothers and two sisters. In order to
keep out of trouble we have always stayed
really active and would participate in both
athletics and music. If I had to describe my
family, I would say that we are the ultracompetitive Von Trapps.
After we finished our sporting events
we would hit up the local nursing homes to
sing. We actually did that this past
Christmas when I was home.
G: Ultra-competitive Von Trapps; have
you had any run-ins with Nazis?
A: No Greg; if you remember, the Von
Trapps escaped over the mountains . . .
Hello, Julie Andrews.
G; Right, I’m sorry, that was a foolish
question. So what were your hopes coming
into Providence? I mean, you dominated
your first collegiate meet at Stony Brook
on Oct. 25 capturing the 100 meter breast
stroke in 1:18.13.
A: Well, swimming is really big in
Pennsylvania and I came from a high
school with three or four girls that quali
fied for the Olympic Trials. I was probably
third or fourth in the breaststroke and was
interested to see what would happen here.
You never know what you are getting into
when you start off at a collegiate sport and
it was the right foot to start off on, literally
and figuratively. Wait one second, is that
guy wearing an Aladdin?
G: Annie, please focus. So, what would

you say was your greatest swimming
accomplishment while competing for
Providence College?
A: I would definitely have to say break
ing the two school records. While I broke
the meet record at the Metro Atlantic
Championships at Rutgers in the 200 yd
breaststroke, thus also breaking the school
record, I had to swim here in order to break
our 200 meter record.
If anyone goes to the pool you can see
my name up on the wall. Not only was it a
great accomplishment personally, but
because they were the first records to be
broken in seven years, it was an achieve
ment for the swim team in general.
G: That is awesome. I did not know that
you held two school records.
A: Greg, you go to the pool all the time,
and I frequently catch you staring up at it.
You have actually fallen asleep while look
ing at it and listening to the gentle splishslashing of the pool waves behind you.
G: Moving on. What is your greatest
non-swimming accomplishment while
here at PC?
A: Meeting Greg Hartwell ...but a close
second
is
meeting
Conor
[Mc
Manus] ... still Greg, you have my heart.
G: I (voice crack) don’t know how to
respond to that. Let’s go to a rather non
intimate topic. What were your hopes
coming into this season?
A: Going into this year my focus was on
being the team captain. I wanted to be a
role model for the other girls: Someone to
look up to and would be available for the
girls to talk to about any issues that would
arise, i.e. personal issues. In that respect,
this year’s swimming accomplishments
seemed less important than living up to the
standard that I had set for myself. In the
same breath, being joined by nine addi
tional swimmers at the Big East
Championships was something that gives a
lot of credit to how far our team has come
and it was definitely a good end to my
swimming career.
G: It didn’t work, I am still excited.
Anyway, the question on everyone’s mind:
With the amazing progress made in the
fields of genetics and stem cell research,
would you have agreed to enter into genet
ic alterations as a means to make you into
a veritable Aquaman/woman, literally
unbeatable in a water environment?
A: While I find your question com
pelling, Greg, I choose to stick to green tea
and rolled oats. But mainly green tea. You
wouldn’t believe the results despite the
lack of genetic mutations.
G: Follow-up: Would you have been
opposed to having been bom with gills like
Kevin Costner’s character in the Immortal
Classic, WATERWORLDl
A: Despite being a great movie...
G: Greatest.
A: Gills are for Harry Potter and I could
n’t hold a candle to that Uberman.
G: So let’s get a little less heavy-handed

here: Besides marrying me what are your
other plans for post-graduation?
A: Besides that I’m GOLDEN. All kid
ding aside, right now I am attending
Fordham University at night for my
Masters in American History. During the
day, I hope to teach elementary school in
the Big Apple. You know, like that Michael
Jackson song.... “take a bite outta the Big
Apple”
G: Right...I wouldn’t be talking about
MJ if you are going to be an elementary
education teacher.
(Annie continued attempting to sing the
song for the remainder of the interview. At
its conclusion she forced me to Google the
lyrics and apparently they are a part of a
MJ song)
A: Duly noted. I am also planning to try
out for the United States National team for
Racewalking at an unknown date and time.
G: Racewalking? For our readers could
you elaborate?
A: Well I used to racewalk professional
ly when I was younger and I actually had
to choose whether or not I wanted to come
to PC to swim or train with a prior
Olympian. I chose PC.
G: Are you happy with your ultimate
decision?
A: Yeah. Most racewalkers don’t hit
their peak until they reach 25. So I think
that I got in much better shape swimming
and that will help me later if I do choose to
pursue race-walking at the Olympic level.
G: So I heard that you were given an
award the other night?
A: Yeah, 1 was recognized at the All
Sports Gala with the Sine Qua Non award.
G: What is that?
A: It means “that without whom there is
nothing”. It seeks to acknowledge an ath
lete who has distinguished him/herself in
their career without proper recognition. I
was pleasantly surprised when I won. Only
nine awards are given out at the banquet
each year out of 300 athletes, so I was pret
ty happy. It was a cherry on the sundae of
my life, but the night was not complete
without you.
G: I can’t help it anymore...are you
feeling the electricity? We could light up
Vegas right now. I want to ask what are
you doing Friday night?
A: Well, I plan to go to the Done with
College BBQ and then if you want you
could meet me at the Taylor Natatoriumthat means pool for the layperson, clothing
optional.
Conor: I heard that, that’s crossing the
line. WAY TOO INAPROPRIATE.
G: Well you have been a delight to inter
view and you can count me in for the
pool...option is waived.
Conor: This isn’t a joke anymore Annie.
This is MY LIFE!
A sad excuse for Conor, but hands down
the best interview of my own.
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Friars lacrosse earns MAAC Tourney berth
by Dan Ollquist ’10
Asst. Sports Editor

One month ago, the Providence College
Men’s Lacrosse Team seemed destined for
the basement of the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference. Starting off the sea
son in a dreadful 0-8 hole,
the Friars were able to run
LACROSSE
off four straight league
wins, which put them in a
tie for fifth place in the MAAC confer
ence. With just one game left on their
schedule, the Friars faced a must win game
on Saturday, April 28, against Siena and
fortunately for PC, the veteran team was
ready for a strong Saints’ attack.
Siena entered the game as the top team
in the MAAC. With a perfect 6-0 league
record, the Saints were the most feared
team in the league and early on in the con
test they proved their worth. They were
able to control the flow of the game early
on and jumped out to a quick 2-0 lead, but
the veteran bunch of Friars refused to give
in. PC knotted up the score at two to end
the first quarter and continued the offen
sive onslaught in the second quarter,
receiving goals from a trio of seniors:
Michael Farley, Mark Bundra, and Henry
Pynchon. The senior-led attack of PC
helped give the Friars a 5-4 halftime edge.
Head Coach Chris Burdick acknowl
edged the first half intensity saying, “We
came out with a great sense of urgency. We
knew that this was a must win and I think
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Graduate student Michael Farley scored a season high four goals in the Friars’
10-6 win over Siena on Saturday, April 28. The win over the MAAC Conference
leaders helped Providence clinch the fourth seed in the upcoming MAAC
Lacrosse Tournament.
that fueled us during our strong first half.”
At the outset of the second half, Sienna
tied up the game at five apiece but from
that point on, the Friars raised their game
to a new level. Farley added his third and
fourth goals of the game to give PC a 7-5
edge heading into the fourth quarter. With

Friars, Bears split PC
Mike Springer ’08
Asst. Sports Editor

by

This time it wasn’t the rain, but
the losses that poured down on
the Friars, as the Providence
College Women’s Softball Team
lost five of its last
six, washing away
SOFTBALL
all
post-season
hopes.
“This is team knows what they
need to do to prepare for games,
whether it’s home or away, if we
stick to our game plan and don’t
view it as being in someone else’s
place, we are successful.” Head
Coach Kerri Jacklets said “When
we veer away from that, we give
the other teams an advantage.”
It was USF on Friday whom
took advantage of the Friars’ in
their 3-1 and 6-2 victories.
Senior Sara Surosky produced
a strong outing in the first game,
as the Friars held USF’s offense
dormant until the second inning
when Savarese looped a single
into right field scoring Urbanik,
which was followed by an
Urbanik single in the third to give
USF a 2-0 lead
Sophomore outfielder Mary
Sheehy put the Friars on the
board in the fourth with a triple,
cutting the deficit in half.
In the bottom of the fourth, the
Bulls scored again on Giddens’
RBI to seal the 3-1 win.
Giddens’ offensive production
for the Bulls continued in the sec
ond game, as she scored from
third off a wild pitch, beginning
an offensive explosion by USF.
Urbanik followed Gidden’s run
with a single and later in the
inning, both Mosch and Dunbar

connected for RBIs, extending
the Bull’s lead to 4-0.
Drawing a bases-loaded walk
in the fourth and another in the
sixth, gave the Bulls the 6-2 lead.
The offensive wheels for the
Friars started churning in the
fifth, when freshman Jenna
Garcia was hit by a pitch with the
bases-loaded to score senior
Katie Ross. Freshman Katelyn
Reven reached on a fielder’s
choice to drive in the Friars’ sec
ond and final run of the game.
Following up her 2 for 5 per
formance on Friday, senior catch
er Rachel Bartholomew went 4
for 6, hitting her tenth homerun
of the season in the Friar’s 4-3
and 4-0 losses to Louisville on
Sunday, extending the losing
streak to four games.
Jumping out to a 2-0 advan
tage, the Friars relinquished the
lead in the fourth as the Cardinals
drove in two runs to tie the game
up at two.
Louisville pulled ahead in the
fifth 3-2 when Totten grounded
into a fielder’s helping McCrain
to score.
With the Friars trailing by one
in the top of the seventh,
Bartholomew homered to tie the
game, but York responded by hit
ting the game-winning RBI in the
bottom of the seventh to give the
Cardinals the 4-3 victory.
In the second game, the Friar’s
had a chance to get on the board
early as they managed to load the
bases off of three consecutive sin
gles with just one out. But Bishop
settled in for the Cardinals, retir
ing the next two batters to keep
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15 minutes remaining in their season,
Providence made sure to secure the lead.
Sophomore Bobby Labadini and seniors
Brendan Ryan and Bundra each scored in
the fourth quarter to put the Friars in com
mand of the game. Siena added a goal late,
but when all was said and done, the Friars

had defeated the previously MAAC
unbeaten Siena Saints 10-6 and had
secured themselves a spot in the MAAC
tournament for the seventh straight season.
A major reason for the dominating PC
second half was the stifling defense which
was lead by senior goalkeeper, Peter Littel.
Littel was named the MAAC defensive
player of the week for his recent efforts
against Manhattan and Siena and Burdick
is well aware of his skills.
“Pete and I have spent a lot of time out
side of practice working on his defensive
skills,” said Burdick. “In my mind he is
one of the top goalies in the country and I
think that this weekend proved my opin
ions to be correct.”
The win against Siena capped an amaz
ing one month stretch in which the Friars
went from the league bottom feeders to a
top contender.
When asked about the incredible turn
around, Burdick said, “This team never
based itself on wins and losses. When we
were 0-8 nobody got discouraged. We sim
ply conducted our practices and business
in a professional manner and because of
that we were able to ignore the hole we
dug ourselves into and play excellent
lacrosse the second half of our schedule.”
Winners of their last five conference
games, the Friars are without a doubt the
hottest team entering the MAAC tourna
ment. Defending its league title from last
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comes back vs.

WV

Erin Redihan ’08
Sports Editor

Every game a team plays
stands out in some aspect, be it
good or bad. But because of the
short time between
games during a
MEN’S season, it is easy to
HOOPS forget even some
of the more excit
ing moments. Coaches and ath
letes consistently maintain that
they must play one game at a
time: leave yesterday’s perform
ance—regardless of how positive
or negative—behind and focus on
the present opponent.
There are some games, howev
er, where this is nearly impossible
to do. The exciting basketball
game against then-No. 22 West
Virginia on Feb. 20 is one that
Friar fans will remember for a
long time.
Going into the game, the teams
appeared to be fairly evenly
matched.
Both squads were
young, with the Mountaineers
only returning one player from
last year’s NCAA Tournament
team and the Friars having just
one upperclassman in senior
Herb Hill. Each had experienced
some growing pains following
success early in the season. Both
teams were looking for that key
win that to punch its ticket to
March Madness.
“We knew they were a good
team,” said sophomore Weyinmi
Efejuku. “We just wanted to go
out there and send a message that
we weren’t down and out and that
we could come back and be
resilient and beat a top team in
the league.”
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Senior Herb Hill’s dunk in the final minutes against No. 23 West
Virginia put the finishing touch on what many look back on as the
Friars’ most exciting game this season.

“We knew it was going to be a
difficult game,” said Head Coach
Tim Welsh. “They were coming
off a win—an upset—at UCLA
and they are a very well-disci
plined team. They were a Sweet
Sixteen team last year and we
knew we had to get into their
heads a little bit.”
Providence got off to a slow
start, shooting 30 percent and
amassing just 25 points in the
first half. The Mountaineers went
44 percent from the field and took
a five-point lead into the locker
room at halftime.
“We just had to get into a little
more of a rhythm,” said Welsh.
“We had to get the ball inside and

attack their defense.”
The Friars began to climb back
early in the second sparked by
strong offense from sophomore
big man Jon Kale. With less than
12 minutes to play, PC took a 4139 lead and with 10 minutes to
go, PC had its largest margin in
the contest—six points.
While more Providence shots
began to find the basket in the
second, the Friar defense—which
had been a nonfactor early in the
contest—took charge at the other
end of the floor. PC limited the
Mountaineers to 4-26 from threepoint range and 37 percent shoot
ing overall. Providence mean-
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